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Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), a new cell-based transport technology,

provides a flexible means to multiplex and switch variable rate information with

diverse traffic characteristics and service demands on a single unified network. How-

ever, the need to accommodate the large spectrum of potential applications creates

new challenges in the design of ATM switches and effective traffic control mecha-

nisms. The most critical issue for a successful deployment of the ATM technology is

to design packet switches capable of switching relatively small packets at extremely

high rates while supporting traffic management functions to provide adequate service

guarantees.

In this research an integrated traffic control framework for various ATM service

categories and performance objectives is proposed. A switch model which accurately

reflects the hardware design of an ATM fast packet switch has been developed as an



experimental platform for evaluating the feasibility and performance improvement

with different traffic control mechanisms. Several effective traffic control schemes

have been presented and optimized with respect to critical network resources within

a complete network environment as well as on a single switching node. We propose

a generalized Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS) scheme to manage effectively the finite

buffer at a switching node. A queueing model has been developed to characterize

analytically the multiple-threshold system and the optimization procedures that di-

mension the system efficiently to achieve an optimal performance have been presented

and verified. In addition, we conduct a thorough investigation on two effective flow

control mechanisms, the Backward Explicit Congestion Notification (BECN) and the

credit-based schemes, for ATM best-effort traffic. While the credit-based scheme

gives a superior performance, its complexity for practical implementation is often

prohibitive. On the other hand, our results show that a modified slow-start BECN

scheme can be designed to attain asymptotically the same level of performance as

the credit-based scheme, with a significant reduction in complexity. This research

work contributes to the ATM networking technology with higher resource efficiency,

improved network performance, and better resource protection.

VI



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The development of high-speed integrated communication networks has reached

a point where switching systems rather than transmission systems are the bottleneck

for growing traffic rate and widely ranged applications. In an effort to develop new

switching technologies for Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN),

the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been chosen by International Telegraph

and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) as the transport mechanism for a

variety of classes of digital data. ATM is a statistical multiplexing and switching

technique which is based on fast packet switching concepts. The information flow

within ATM networks is organized into fixed-size packets called cells. Thus the ATM

technology allows different traffic types to be multiplexed in a flexible manner and

offers a potential efficiency improvement over synchronous transfer mode through the

statistical sharing of network resources by multiple ATM connections.

BISDN will support a wide variety of network traffic and services with diverse

characteristics and performance objectives. In particular voice, video and data traf-

fic will be carried by the broadband network in an integrated fashion. Examples of

potential application areas include high-speed interconnection of existing data net-

works, distributed file and procedure access, video telephony, computer imaging, and

multimedia broadband services such as interactive high-resolution image communi-

cations. Indeed, it has been noted that besides the increasing demand for high-speed

data communications, the emerging market for digital image services has become

a significant factor driving the evolution of high-speed transport services [1, 2, 3].
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Another area of major importance is the deployment of ATM technology and stan-

dards in campus, backbone networks and local area networking (LAN) environments,

the so-called ATM LANs [4, 5]. It is envisaged that the new ATM LAN technology

will overcome the deficiencies of older LAN technologies such as Ethernet and Fiber

Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), which generally cannot provide the necessary

bandwidth and performance guarantees to applications and individual hosts and also

cannot support the increasing user population. The important advantages that ATM
LANs offer over competing technologies include high-capacity networking, the abil-

ity to handle multiple traffic types, the flexibility to cater for different link speeds,

and standardized access to broadband public network services when BISDN becomes

available.

The design of an ATM switch is of fundamental importance to provide the

connectivity which will support all these diverse applications. These potential ser-

vices require bandwidths ranging from a few kilobits per second to several hundred

megabits per second and qualities of service ranging from strict network performance

guarantees to best-effort service class with little or no performance guarantee. More-

over, many of the traffic sources are highly bursty, and may generate cells at their

peak rates for short periods and then become inactive. The heterogeneity in the

requirements and traffic characteristics of these different services have important in-

fluences on the ATM switching technology. The key objective is to design and build

packet switches capable of switching relatively small packets at extremely high rates

while supporting traffic management functions to provide the necessary performance

guarantees.

1.1.1 Fast Packet Switching

Packet switches were originally restricted to pure data communication applica-

tions, due to the speed limitation and the complexity of the required control protocols.

However, with the introduction of high-speed and low-error- rate digital transmission



systems, the communication protocols used in conventional packet switches were

substantially simplified. These simplifications made feasible the construction of high

speed hardware-based processing and switching modules, thus increasing the range

of potential applications of packet switches. Fast packet switching has emerged as a

promising switching technique to support the wide range of communication services

envisaged for BISDN. Considerable effort has been devoted to the development and

analysis of fast packet switches in recent years. In fast packet switching technol-

ogy, the transmission facility is used as a "digital pipe" to carry short packets of

information one after another. Information in the header of each packet identifies to

which of many logical connections the packet belongs. Fast packet switching utilizes

the statistical multiplexing technique to provide flexibility for handling variable rate

connections and achieving high utilization of network resources. With this multiplex-

ing scheme, connections of arbitrary bandwidth are accommodated in a simple and

natural way.

1.1.2 Need for Advanced Traffic Control Mechanisms

With communication networks operating at a much higher speed than tradi-

tional data networks, the design of an effective traffic management and congestion

control scheme becomes one of the fundamental issues. Most conventional packet

switched networks carry only nonreal-time data traffic which can be flow-controlled

reactively in case of network congestion; such traffic control schemes are generally

acknowledgment-based. They react to network congestion by instructing the traf-

fic sources to throttle their excessive traffic flow (e.g., reduce their flow window).

However, due to the increased ratio of propagation delay to cell transmission time,

these reactive controls which depend on simple feedback signals from the receiver

may be very inefficient for ATM networks. A large amount of information can be

in transit within the pipeline by the time that feedback reaches the traffic source.



Applying purely reactive controls can result in a vast loss of information during net-

work congestion and induce data retransmissions which will further deteriorate the

situation.

Another challenge arises from the need to handle a wide variety of network

traffic with diverse characteristics and performance objectives via a common high

speed switching architecture. In particular ATM switches are expected to support

very bursty and highly unpredictable data sources along with predictable and smooth

Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources and with other relatively smooth traffic. In the

past those different applications were typically transported and switched on separate

networks and thus networks could be optimized individually to meet the different

performance objective for each application.

The integration of a wide diversity of traffic and Quality Of Service (QOS) con-

straints in ATM networks calls for new switching architectures and control schemes.

Real-time traffic, such as voice and video, is mainly delay-sensitive and cannot be

recovered through retransmission; these traffic sources have stringent performance

requirements in terms of delay, delay jitter and cell loss. On the other hand, con-

ventional data sources, depending on their applications, have diverse network per-

formance requirements. For instance, file transfers are not usually delay sensitive

but are loss sensitive, while remote login and telnet data applications are sensitive

to absolute delay. The network will not be able to guarantee the promised QOS

unless adequate control is exercised on critical network resources (i.e., switching and

communication bandwidth, buffer space and processing capacity). The role of re-

source management and congestion control is obviously more involved in an ATM

environment than in a conventional data network. In particular, the control schemes

implemented in an ATM network need to be effective in yielding predictable and

reliable network performance and must also be flexible in accommodating different

traffic and service demands.
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Figure 1.1: Multilevel traffic processes

Recently, traffic and congestion control in ATM networks has received a tremen-

dous amount of attention. A variety of traffic control strategies have been proposed

over the past years. Among them, multilevel control frameworks have been proposed

by several researchers and considered to be an effective and efficient approach to

prevent network congestion and to handle different service demands [6, 7, 8]. The

multilevel traffic and congestion control is motivated by the fact that traffic sources

usually have traffic states characterized by different levels, namely, call level, burst

level and cell level. As shown in Figure 1.1, calls are composed of bursts which are, in

turn, composed of cells. Therefore, congestion phenomenon should be evaluated and

controlled at different levels and time scales. Hierarchical layering of controls were

proposed to prevent congestion through proper call management at network access

nodes and through resource allocation within network elements. Additionally, traffic

shaping mechanisms are performed at the network access nodes to smooth out traffic

burstiness. The distributed source control scheme proposed in [6] and the congestion

control framework described in [7] are examples of multilevel traffic control strategies.



Generally speaking, traffic control mechanisms used in virtual circuit based

packet networks (such as ATMs) can be divided into three major components [9]:

(1) call/session admission controls to ensure a small probability of congestion; (2) so-

phisticated network resource management schemes to provide different QOS as well

as efficient use of network resources; and (3) reactive controls which are able to be

invoked in real time to minimize adverse impacts of congestion and to guarantee

fairness between competing users. The first two belong to avoidance controls and

are aimed at preventing networks from reaching an unacceptable level of congestion

by conservative admission policies and preventive resource controls. Although these

control strategies cause more processing overhead and thus reduce utilization of net-

work bandwidth, they provide a robust means to support diverse applications and to

guarantee QOS for critical traffic in broadband integrated networks. Incorporating

congestion avoidance controls along with reactive control mechanisms as backups is

considered to be the optimal approach to solve the network congestion problem.

1.2 Problem Statement

The multilevel traffic and congestion controls provide a framework that allows

effective management of congestion occurring in different time scales. Many research

efforts have been directed toward the development of various traffic admission control

algorithms, applied at network access nodes to manage traffic loading. However, the

issue of network resource management and maintenance, which is equally essential

for the multilevel traffic controls to be successful, has not yet been well addressed.

The capability of a network element to engineer critical resources adequately

in both normal and overload conditions is necessary and crucial for ATM networks.

Our interest in this research is motivated by the following reasons: (1) Many data

sources are very bursty and highly unpredictable and they are very difficult to be

accurately characterized in advance of transmission. Strict access controls result in



low efficiency and are not well-suited for this type of traffic. More dynamic controls

functioning at network elements as well as traffic access nodes are needed to achieve

high resource efficiency and ensure adequate protection. In addition, some of traffic

sources are not flow-controllable, for instance, voice and video traffic sources cannot

stop generating cells even when the network is congested. Real time controls at

network elements are important to prevent severe performance degradation during

network overload; (2) Due to the interaction between different traffic streams within

a packet network, packet flow can cluster together and create local congestion, even

when the arriving traffic streams are well-regulated at their access nodes. Study has

shown that the worst case loss and delay performance of a packet network may not be

sufficiently controllable from the edges of the network [10]; and (3) As has frequently

been observed in operational networks, network users may sometimes misbehave.

A user may transmit data at a high rate without listening to the network control

information. Moreover, such misbehavior can also be caused by software or hardware

failures or by protocol implementation errors. Some access control schemes, such as

virtual leaky bucket, would let the excessive cells get through at risk, that is, by

tagging excessive traffic cells so that they can be discarded in case of congestion.

It is the responsibility of the network control to prevent misbehaving users from

interrupting normal service to others.

In addition, over the past years, the research works in the areas of ATM switch

design and traffic management have progressed essentially independently [11]. Few of

the previous studies of ATM traffic control really take into account the feasibility and

complexity of implementing their control strategies on a realistic switch structure.

In a realistic switch, the limited processing speed, finite buffer capacity and system

architecture may become a bottleneck for implementing a complicated traffic control

mechanism. The issue of the operational details of ATM traffic control schemes

needs to be addressed carefully since it will not only directly affect the complexity of
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network system hardware but also determine if ATM applications can be supported

economically.

This research is intended to investigate effective integrated control mecha-

nisms, as well as proper architectures, for switching nodes within an ATM environ-

ment. The integrated controls, when incorporated with a well-suited access control

scheme, can be applied to ATM switches to enhance overall network performance and

to deal with different service demands. The main objective of the proposed control

mechanism is to provide adequate network resource management to support various

QOS requirements and allow high resource efficiency.

1.3 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows. An introduction of the development

and current status of ATM technology is first presented and addressed in this chapter.

The critical issues for the successful deployment of ATM technology are also discussed.

In Chapter 2, an overview of previous literature in this area of research is

given. This overview covers many research works that have been conducted in earlier

stage and their pros and cons are discussed.

In Chapter 3, we motivate our considerations in this dissertation of a shared

medium/output buffering ATM switch. This study is part of the research project sup-

ported by Loral Data Systems. It contributes to the development of the Loral fast

packet switch and, in addition, provides a close insight into the ATM switch design.

This research has considered three major approaches to ATM switch design: shared

medium, shared memory and space division. A complete analysis was performed of

the ATM switching technology. The performance characteristics, the limitations and

the potential application areas of different switch architectures were investigated thor-

oughly. We developed a simulator which reflects accurately the hardware design of

the Loral CPS-100 ATM-based switch and conducted an exhaustive simulation study



to analyze the switch characteristics. We show that critical network performance can

be controlled effectively with the implementation of appropriate traffic control mech-

anisms. The study provides a realistic ATM switch model, which is fully acceptable

for supporting all types of ATM services at the preliminary stage of ATM networks,

as an experimental test-bed to evaluate the feasibility and performance improvement

with different traffic control strategies.

An integrated traffic control framework for ATM networks is presented in

Chapter 4. A study is conducted of the traffic characteristics, QOS requirements,

modeling methods and applicable traffic management schemes of potential ATM ap-

plications. Specifically, ATM networks are expected to support three basic types of

services: Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and Available Bit Rate

(ABR). To accommodate the wide variety of ATM applications with diverse traffic

characteristics and performance objectives, dynamic controls need to be enforced on

critical network resources to achieve high resource utilization and ensure adequate

protection. Appropriate traffic management schemes should be applied to differ-

ent service types based on their traffic characteristics and QOS and, moreover, they

should be effective on different time scale levels to provide a robust and complete con-

trol. An ATM traffic control architecture that integrates various traffic management

schemes with effective control functions is proposed.

In Chapter 5, the issue of managing optimally the finite output buffers of

an ATM switch is investigated. This research considers a generalized space priority

queueing strategy, the Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS) scheme, which provides preferen-

tial treatment to the traffic with sensitive loss requirements. A queueing model that

characterizes analytically a multiple-priority shared buffer system controlled by the

PBS scheme is presented. The queueing system is modeled as a discrete time Markov

chain with finite buffer capacity B and N classes of arrivals. With the assumption

of a multinomial traffic distribution, a queueing model that predicts accurately the
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steady-state loss probabilities of a multiple-class system under a set of given loss

thresholds is developed. In addition, numerical procedures are introduced to opti-

mize the threshold level selection to yield the maximal system admissible load. By

employing the optimization procedures, the design space can be explored efficiently

to find the best thresholds without making an exhaustive search over the entire range

of possibilities. Numerical examples are provided to show the verification and effec-

tiveness of the optimization procedures. The objective of the study is to dimension

the finite buffer space properly to guarantee acceptable loss probabilities for different

service classes. Making use of the priority control, the system is able to support

different grades of loss quality with a minimum hardware cost and also provide a

better control on the delay introduced during the buffering. It is shown that system

performance can be improved substantially by dimensioning the buffer capacity to a

moderate size and imposing appropriate threshold levels.

While Chapter 5 investigates the priority control scheme that manages critical

resource on a single switch node, in Chapter 6 the issue of controlling traffic flows

within a communication network is discussed. Although priority control provides an

effective method to manipulate finite network resource as congestion occurs, priority

control doesn't have the ability to release networks from congestion status since it

cannot reduce incoming traffic. This research considers the feedback flow control

schemes that apply to the ATM best-effort service class to minimize adverse impacts

of congestion as well as guarantee fairness between competing users. The study is mo-

tivated by the fact that the traffic characteristic of this type of service is very difficult

to predict in advance of transmission and, therefore, strict admission controls are not

well-suited for this traffic type. What is needed for these applications is a dynamic

control that can be evoked in real time to regulate the traffic flow along a virtual cir-

cuit as necessary. Two classes of flow control which have been proposed to the ATM

Forum are investigated: the credit-based and the rate- based flow control schemes.
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This research gives an exhaustive comparative study of these two control schemes

and addresses in detail their relative advantages and disadvantages. It is shown that

with carefully designed system parameters, the control schemes can prevent network

throughput from being severely affected by packet retransmissions and provide sub-

stantial performance improvement. We conduct a complete analysis on the issues

of connection transient behaviors and fairness of resource sharing by performing the

simulation on different network configurations. The credit-based scheme provides a

superior performance but requires a significant amount of specialized hardware at

the ATM layer. While with the rate-based scheme the users may suffer performance

degradation under extreme variations of traffic load, the rate-based approach only

imposes very moderate requirements on the switch hardware. We demonstrate that

the performance of the rate-based scheme can be improved to achieve asymptoti-

cally the same level of performance as the credit-based scheme by making use of a

slow-start procedure and a larger buffer.

Finally, in Chapter 7 a conclusion of the research work is drawn and some

future research is proposed.



CHAPTER 2

PREVIOUS WORKS

2.1 Bandwidth Management in Broadband Network

There are a lot of research works being undertaken in developing the best

approach to manage network resource and deal with congestion problem. Some im-

portant works that proposed to control congestion in a preventive way include admis-

sion control and bandwidth enforcement (e.g., equivalent bandwidth, leaky-bucket,

distributed source control, framing strategy and fast buffer reservation), link-by-link

flow control, priority control and traffic shaping. Some other works proposing reac-

tive congestion control schemes include forward and backward congestion indication,

adaptive window sizing, throttle controls and selective cell discarding. In this section,

a review of the important previous research and a comparison of their features are

presented.

2.1.1 Equivalent Bandwidth

When a call request is received, the network needs to determine whether to

accept or reject the new connection, based on the traffic characteristics and the

current network load. Each accepted connection is then policed during the data

transfer phase to ensure that the admitted traffic conforms with that specified at call

establishment. To make the decision, the network has to compute the amount of

effective bandwidth that needs to be reserved for the new connection and evaluate

the impact on the current network condition. Because of the potentially dramatic

differences in the statistical behavior of connections, the problem of characterizing the

equivalent bandwidth of a new connection creates a critical challenge and has drawn

12
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lots of research attention. Various approaches have been proposed to determine the

equivalent bandwidth of connections: some use sets of precomputed curves obtained

by analysis or simulation [12, 13, 14, 15] while some address computational procedures

based on suitable traffic descriptors and the desired QOS [16, 17]. The important

considerations in choosing such an approach are if the traffic model can accurately

reflect the dynamic nature of network traffic conditions and connection characteristics

and if the computation is simple enough to be consistent with real-time requirements.

2.1.2 Leaky-Bucket Control Scheme

The leaky-bucket scheme proposed originally by Turner [19] is a bandwidth en-

forcement algorithm for controlling the average cell rate and the burstiness of a logical

connection. Various versions of the algorithm have been proposed. The fundamental

principle of the leaky-bucket scheme is that an arriving cell can be transmitted only

if the corresponding connection has a token in its bucket. A token is consumed from

the bucket when the user transmits a cell. If there are no tokens available, the cell

can be discarded or be stamped for preferential discarding in the event it encounters

congestion. Tokens for each connection are generated at an expected average cell

rate and a certain number of tokens (up to the bucket size) can be saved so that the

maximum burst size is controlled.

The leaky-bucket approach enforces traffic control at the network access node

and no further control over the order of service is used once cells are accepted. There-

fore priority control needs to be enforced on network elements to provide satisfactory

network performance for different classes of traffic. It has been shown that the max-

imum delay in a packet network can be guaranteed by making use of fair queueing

service discipline at traffic multiplexing points, in conjunction with the leaky-bucket

admission policy [20]. The leaky-bucket control scheme allows performance guar-

antees to be traded off against resource efficiency and traffic burstiness. However,

one of the drawbacks of this approach is that there are currently no computationally
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effective ways to decide when a new connection can be safely multiplexed with other

existing connections [21]. In addition, the network resource can be under-utilized if

the policing policy specified by user is too conservative.

2.1.3 Distributed Source Control Scheme

Ramamurthy and Dighe presented a Distributed Source Control (DSC) al-

gorithm for controlling the rate of traffic entry into a broadband network based on

pre-negotiated control parameters [22]. DSC is basically a congestion avoidance con-

trol strategy that regulates traffic sources to conform to traffic metrics that can be

supported by the network. The underlying philosophy behind DSC is that the func-

tion of congestion control in the network should be done with respect to the network

time constant (NTC). NTC defines the interval over which network traffic must be

averaged and is determined by the link bandwidth, the amount of memory at each

node, and the delay requirements of different traffic types that are being integrated in

the network. DSC involves the negotiation of two control parameters, Ws (the win-

dow size) and Ts (the smoothing interval), between the source and the network access

node. The ratio, Ws/Ts is chosen to be equal to the average throughput expected

by the source when active. It has been shown that the network delay and cell loss

performance are improved by reducing the smoothing interval Ts . A multilevel con-

gestion control strategy was proposed later on [6] based on this approach. Depending

on the time constants of events that are being controlled, a different level of control

is evoked to prevent network congestion. The approach involves complicated traffic

control and parameter negotiation procedures, which may cause significant control

overhead on the network. Moreover, since the traffic control scheme is performed

only at the network access node, there is no evidence showing that the worst-case

delay and cell loss probability are bounded.
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2.1.4 Framing Strategy

Golestani proposed a time-framing congestion control strategy, based on a

packet admission policy at the edges of the network, and a service discipline called

Stop-and-Go queueing at the switching nodes [10, 24]. The underlying idea of the

framing strategy is to confine packets within certain logical containers traveling in the

network, called time frames, and, therefore, the original smoothness of the admitted

traffic can be preserved throughout the network. The framing strategy ensures that

the burstiness of the traffic anywhere inside the network corresponds only to the

burstiness of the admitted traffic at the edge of the network and that it is not altered

as a result of complex interactions between traffic streams inside the network. Thus

bounded delay and delay-jitter of each packet can be guaranteed. This approach

provides an attractive feature for traffic which is delay or delay-jitter sensitive, such

as video traffic.

However, the benefits of congestion-free and bounded-delay transmission are

basically accomplished at the cost of a strict admission policy to enforce the smooth-

ness property on packet arrivals. In order to achieve a reasonable bound on the

end-to-end delay and delay-jitter of each packet, we usually have to choose a small

frame size which is typically only a small fraction of a second. Since such a small av-

eraging period is often insufficient to smooth out the statistical fluctuations of traffic

sources, this admission policy requires in practice that capacity be allocated based

on the peak rate of the connections. Consequently, this approach potentially leads

to low utilization of the network resource.

2.1.5 Virtual-Clock Traffic Control Scheme

The virtual-clock traffic control algorithm proposed by Zhang [23] is a rate-

based approach to control congestion. In the virtual-clock strategy, a virtual-clock,

which ticks at every cell arrival from a data flow, is assigned to each logical connection.
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Initially, the virtual-clock is set to the real clock time. The tick step is set to the

expected average inter-cell arrival time. Thus the value of the virtual-clock will denote

the expected arrival time of the arrived cell. The multiplexing node stamps the cell

from each connection with its virtual-clock time and orders cell transmission based

on the stamp values. If a user transmits according to the specified average rate, the

virtual-clock control assures that the user's request throughput is guaranteed, that

is, the minimum throughput will not be affected by misbehaving users. The users

who violate their reservation will receive the worst service since their virtual-clock

advances so far that their cells will be placed at the end of the service queues. Note

that the excess traffic would still get service if the resource is free. Consequently,

the resource utilization is maximized while the interference among different users is

prevented.

The virtual-clock strategy may be viewed as a generalization and abstraction

of the round-robin service discipline. Its major advantage is the provision of fairness

and minimum throughput guarantees in the services offered to competing connections

in the network. A drawback of this approach is that no bound has been obtained

currently for the delay and jitter performance associated with it. This approach may

not provide a satisfactory performance guarantee for the traffic which has stringent

requirements on the worst-case delay and delay-jitter. Another problem that has to be

considered for the virtual-clock control is the complexity and cost of implementation

on a traffic multiplexing node. Since a cell that arrives late may be stamped with

an earlier virtual-clock, the processor may need to sort the cell positions in a service

queue every time it receives a cell. This may result in significant processing overhead

when the queue is large.

2.1.6 Fast Buffer Reservation Control Scheme

The end-to-end protocols of virtual connections typically will operate on the

basis of larger data units consisting of many ATM cells. If cell discarding is done
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on a cell basis rather than on a burst basis, each discarded cell is likely to belong

to a different virtual connection. Therefore it would be desirable for a congested

network to react by discarding cells on the basis of connection bursts so that the

cell losses will affect as few connections as possible. Turner proposed a fast buffer

reservation scheme [21] that allocates network resources to traffic bursts of variable

rate connections in order to preserve the integrity of the bursts. For each connection

passing through a given link buffer, the network keeps track of the activity on the

connection by associating a state machine with two states: idle and active. Upon

reception of the start cell of a burst, a prespecified number of buffer slots in the link

buffer will be allocated to the connection if they are available and the state machine

enters the active state. The connection is guaranteed access to those buffer slots

until it becomes inactive, which is signaled by a transition to the idle state, and then

the buffer slots will be released. If the unused slots in the link buffer are less than

the prespecifed number, the whole burst will be discarded. The virtual connection

admission control makes acceptance decisions based on the estimated probability of

the instantaneous demand for buffer slots exceeding the buffer's capacity, called the

excess buffer demand probability, so that the burst discarding rate can be controlled

to an acceptable level.

2.1.7 Congestion Control Schemes for Best-Effort traffic

With the admission control and bandwidth enforcement schemes that have

been described above and a priority control mechanism functioning at the network

element to support differential QOS, the traffic with predictable and relatively smooth

characteristics such as Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic

can be handled efficiently and effectively. However, a large number of existing data

networking applications such as LAN interconnection produce very bursty and highly

unpredictable traffic and they are not suitable for strict admission control. In the

past, window-based flow control mechanisms have been widely used for traffic control
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in networks and have served well for reliable data transfer applications in low-speed

network environments. With the realization of high-speed channels and the need to

support diverse service requirements of new data applications, it has been found that

the traditional sliding window control schemes tend to function slowly under such an

environment and thus are incapable of providing effective control functions.

Several researchers have investigated new bandwidth management schemes

that provide adequate performance improvement for high-speed data applications.

One promising approach is to allocate some minimal resources to the class of traffic

but allow additional traffic transmission on a best-effort basis with no performance

guarantees. Two classes of closed-loop feedback control mechanisms have been pro-

posed to regulate the traffic entry: rate-based [82] and credit-based [81] schemes. It

has been shown that both schemes can be engineered to provide high resource effi-

ciency in ATM environment. In addition to these works, an adaptive scheme where

both flow window size and buffer size of a connection can be dynamically allocated

during a call duration was proposed by Doshi and Heffes [18] for large file transfer

applications.

2.2 Switching Technology and Control Strategies

Fast packet switches have been extensively studied in the literature because

of the wide range of environments where they can be applied. An overview of the

ATM switch architectures and products will be presented in Section 3.1. A good

survey on commonly used switch architectures and discussion of issues pertaining to

implementation and performance can also be found in [25].

Due to the unscheduled nature of arrivals to a packet switch, inevitable block-

ing may arise if two or more inputs attempt to transmit packets simultaneously to

the same output. An essential issue in realizing the fast packet switching is how to

smooth the statistical fluctuations in packet arrivals to the switch. Hluchyj and Karol
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[26] have proposed four different approaches for providing the necessary buffering in

the switch: these are input queueing, input smoothing, output queueing and com-

pletely shared buffering. Their study has shown that the system can achieve optimal

throughput and delay performance if all the queuing is done at the output.

A detailed analysis and performance study of an output-buffering packet

switch based on exponentially distributed packet length assumption were presented

in [27]. Iliadis has demonstrated that under imbalance traffic the shared output

buffering arrangement performs better than the dedicated output buffering arrange-

ment [28]. However, a potential problem with the shared output buffering is that

one heavily loaded output might monopolize use of the shared buffer, thereby ad-

versely affecting the performance of other outputs. There are many studies devoted

to finding the best approach to allocate a limited buffer space among outgoing links.

A detailed comparative performance analysis of various buffer management schemes

can be found in [29]. A major drawback that limits the application of these early

works is the simplifying assumption of nonvarying traffic loads made in developing

these schemes. Recently, Tipper and Sundareshan have presented an adaptive algo-

rithm to dynamically allocate buffers under varying load conditions [30].

The service scheduling problem at a multiplexing or switching node has also

drawn lots of attention. It is well recognized that priority queueing schemes can

be used as an effective scheduling method to satisfy different delay requirements of

mixed ATM traffic [31]. Several dynamic priority schemes have been proposed and

studied for optimally controlling the performance tradeoff among multiple service

classes [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Two dynamic priority schemes, Minimum Laxity Threshold

(MLT) and Queue Length Threshold (QLT), were presented in [34]. With the priority

controls, the priority queues are served in a dynamic manner so that the performance

degradation for the low priority traffic can be reduced as the high priority traffic is

overloaded. Their performance on scheduling two classes of traffic (realtime and
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non-realtime traffic) was compared to the performance of two other conventional

scheduling disciplines, first-come-first-serve and strict priority scheme. It has been

shown that by employing the dynamic priority scheme, desired performance levels

can be achieved for both the traffic classes if an appropriate threshold is chosen.

Lim and Kobza have proposed a Head-of-the-Line with Priority-Jumps (HOL-

PJ) priority scheme to explicitly control the delay performance of different classes

of delay-sensitive traffic [37]. Although the HOL-PJ control scheme provides delay

guarantees for traffic with different service requirements, a potential drawback of this

scheme is the significant processing overhead required for monitoring cells for time-out

and moving cells to the next level priority queue. Lately, Oh, et al. have presented

a dynamic priority method [36], in which the priority assignments are carried out

based on the number of cells queued in each service class buffer and their waiting

time.

There are some research efforts devoted to the analysis of applying priority

discarding schemes as a local congestion control to satisfy diverse loss requirements

of different traffic classes [38, 39, 40]. Some of the ATM applications such as voice

communications can tolerate limited loss of information without significantly degrad-

ing service quality. The priority discarding strategies recognize the different cell loss

requirements of traffic classes and discard information with bias. It has been shown

that such a prioritized system is capable of achieving better performance than non-

prioritized systems [38]. Furthermore, a priority discarding scheme can be used in

conjunction with a special encoding technique so that the impact of cell discarding

can be reduced to a minimum. Goodman [41] has proposed an embedded coding

method to segregate the coded bits for a segment of speech into separate packets ac-

cording to their importance to the decoding process. Priority is given to cells carrying

more important information when network congestion occurs.
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The cell loss probabilities of different loss priority classes subject to various

space priority strategies for a finite buffering system were analyzed and compared

in several research works. Kroner [73], Hebuterne and Gravey [75] and Doshi and

Heffes [76] analyzed a push out scheme with different queueing models. In the control

scheme, an arriving low priority cell is lost if the buffer is full, while an arriving

high priority cell is allowed to push out a low priority cell in the queue in order

to make room for itself if the buffer is full. Another space priority strategy that

also has drawn lots of attention is the partial buffer sharing scheme, where a low

priority cell is admitted to the system only if the current queue length is less than

a pre-defined threshold; otherwise it is lost. Lin and Silvester [70], Kroner [73] and

Meyer, et al. [74] have studied the cell loss probabilities of a binary-class queueing

system employing the partial buffer sharing scheme. Petr and Frost [69] deal with the

problem of choosing the optimal set of nested thresholds for a multiple-class system.

A searching procedure is proposed in their study for the selection of optimal loss

thresholds based on a simplified queueing model.



CHAPTER 3

PACKET SWITCH DESIGN FOR ATM NETWORKS

3.1 General ATM Switching Mechanism

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) which was initially proposed as a stan-

dard for the emerging BISDN is clearly the most appropriate transport technique

to use for communication services with diverse traffic characteristics and service de-

mands. However, while ATM certainly offers great flexibility in handling the wide

diversity of bandwidth and latency requirements resulting from the integration of

broadband and narrowband services, the timely implementation of ATM creates new

challenges in switching technology. Over the past several years enormous efforts have

been devoted to the research and development of ATM switching systems. In this

chapter, a survey is given of the design and implementation of ATM packet switches

and the relative advantages and disadvantages are discussed. This research has con-

sidered three major approaches to ATM switch design: Shared Medium, Shared

Memory and Space Division. In addition, the Loral CPS-100 ATM-based switch is

presented as an example of the fast packet switches based on shared medium/output

buffering schemes. The rest of this section gives an overview of the ATM switching

technology and products. Section 3.2 discusses the performance characteristics of

different switch architectures. Section 3.3 describes the CPS-100 switch architecture

and functional blocks in detail and Section 3.4 discusses the performance character-

istics of the CPS-100 packet switch.

The number of manufacturers working on ATM switching technology has

increased dramatically over recent years. Some of them are building small ATM

22
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division, all the input cells are multiplexed into a single common stream before being

routed to their output destinations. The core of the time division switching fabric

may be either a high-speed shared medium or a shared memory. Since every cell

flows across the shared medium/memory, the medium/memory bandwidth should be

sufficiently large to accommodate simultaneously all incoming traffic. The bandwidth

thus places an upper limit on the total capacity that can be supported by the switch

architecture. A number of time division switch designs with a total capacity up to a

few Gbps have been developed and implemented, for example, Prelude [42], Hitachi

[43] and Paris [44]. Although using today's state-of-the-art VLSI technology, it is

possible to implement a time division switching fabric with a large switching band-

width of more than a few Gbps, the switch design is still limited by other electrical

and physical factors which could affect the information transfer, for instance, the

reflections on the multiple stubs of the shared medium [45].

Some manufacturers [44, 46, 47, 48] have also developed shared medium/memory

based switching elements as a chipset or a single chip so that large switches can be

constructed in a modular way by interconnecting smaller building blocks. For exam-

ple, the CMOS VLSI of the ATOM switch from NEC [47] was realized by using the

Bit-slice technique for organizing the data and control portion of the switch elements

and topology frame technology, which eliminates the need for backplane connections

by allowing boards to be mounted edge-to-edge. In [46], a shared memory switching

element which was realized by a single CMOS chip is described. It has been shown

that, under the assumption of a combination of Bernoulli input traffic patterns and

probabilistic routing, the cell loss probability can be less than 10
-12

at 85% load per

output of the switching element. The shared memory design has been proven able

to improve significantly the cell loss probability of the switch, since all the input and

the output queues can allocate the memory buffer dynamically on demand [5].
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In space division, there exist parallel physical paths between the input ports

and the output ports so that multiple cells may be transmitted through the switch

concurrently. This makes the capacity of the space division switching fabric theo-

retically unlimited although, in practice, it is still restricted by other factors such as

power consumption or the physical size of the switch. The concurrent transmission of

multiple cells through the switching fabric also introduces the possibility of conflict

in setting all required paths simultaneously. This phenomenon is usually referred

to as internal blocking and is a significant factor which limits the throughput of

the switch. The maximum throughput that can be achieved for a particular switch

architecture and a given hardware complexity, in terms of the number of required

stages and switching elements, are the central issues underlying space division switch

design. Space division switches may be further classified according to a variety of

aspects, for instance, single versus multiple path, (internally) buffered versus un-

buffered, and blocking versus nonblocking. The Crossbar network [25], the Banyan

network [49] and its variations, the Benes network [50] and the Clos network [47] are

some well-known examples in the general family of space division switches.

3.1.2 Buffering

Buffering strategy is another important issue affecting the performance of all

ATM switches. Due to the statistical nature of arrivals at a switch, a number of

cells from different input ports may simultaneously be addressed to the same output

port. At most one of these contending cells is allowed to pass through the switch

immediately while the remaining ones must be queued for later transmission. This

kind of contention, commonly referred to as output contention, is unavoidable and

must be accommodated by some form of buffering. There are a number of options for

buffering strategy [51]: internal buffering, input buffering, output buffering, as well

as combinations of the above. The throughput of the switch is largely dictated by the

type of buffering selected. For input buffering, the cell arriving at input k is stored
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in a buffer corresponding to input k, while for output buffering, the cell destined for

output k is stored in a buffer corresponding to output k. On the other hand, internal

buffering provides buffers inside the switching fabric where contentions occur. It has

been shown that a switch with output buffering can achieve optimal (unity) through-

put performance while a simple input-buffering switch, due to head-of-line (HOL)

blocking, is always restricted to a maximum possible throughput of less than unity

[52]. It has been proven that, under the assumption of uniformly distributed traffic

load, the maximum possible throughput of an input-buffering switch is 0.586 when

N (the number of incoming/outgoing links) is very large. The throughput perfor-

mance of input-buffering switches can be improved by the use of more sophisticated

control mechanisms. A parallel "ATOM" (ATM Output-buffering Modular) switch

architecture was proposed in [54]. With this architecture, a 32 by 32 ATM switch

with a capacity of 9.6 Gpbs was realized using 70 Mbps BiCMOS technology and a

simple resequencing technique was used to keep the sequence integrity for cells sent

out from the parallel switching planes.

3.2 Performance Study

A particular switch architecture may be evaluated from the viewpoint of a

combination of important performance characteristics and architecture parameters,

such as switch capacity, growth potential, hardware complexity, reliability, function-

ality, modularity, controllability and so on. It is difficult practically to single out any

one among the architectures as the best. In this section the advantages and limi-

tations of time division and space division switch architectures are discussed from

several important aspects.

• Capacity: The time division approach is a feasible and flexible technique to

implement small-size switches with a capacity up to a few Gbps. This class of

architecture provides an efficient and flexible way to multiplex port interfaces
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with widely differing access rates and protocols. With present levels of hardware

and software sophistication, time division switches are less complex to build and

are highly reliable. However, the basic time division switching architecture is

not suitable for large switch designs. The entire switch capacity is limited by the

bandwidth of the shared medium/memory, which restricts the number of ports

that can be supported to a relatively small number. Thus for the construction

of large switches such as ones for broadband central offices, a multistage or

space division switch architecture must be adopted to achieve a larger capacity.

Figure 3.2 indicates some examples of the potential application areas for time

division and space division switch architectures.

• Growth potential: Excellent scalability is one of the attractive features of space

division switches. Space division switches are generally constructed by inter-

connecting a number of fundamental switching blocks. Their capacities may be

increased significantly by simply providing additional paths that can operate

concurrently for transmitting cells. Thus this class of architecture can readily

be scaled to large switch designs. On the other hand, the growth potential

of time division switches is relatively poor since their capacities cannot grow

beyond an upper limit.

• Complexity: Most of the space division switch designs have the important fea-

tures of self-routing and distributed control, which allow each fundamental

switching block in the switching fabric to make a very fast routing decision.

However, they are generally more complex to construct and it is more diffi-

cult to analyze the performance characteristics than for time division switches.

Space division switch designs require sophisticated fault detection and isolation

procedures to enhance their reliability. Moreover, as the switch size increases,
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the synchronization for data and control signals, VLSI integration, and inter-

connection structures become significantly more complicated.

• Functionality: Priority control and multicast operations are two functions that

may be desirable in many applications, such as video conferencing and distribu-

tion services. In time division switches, these functions can be easily supported

by modifying the buffer or memory read/write control circuit. These operations

can also be achieved in space division type switches although it may require

much more design effort and hardware implementation.

3.3 A Shared Medium/Output Buffering ATM Packet Switch Design

3.3.1 CPS-100 Switch Design Characteristics

The CPS-100 switch developed by Loral is an ATM-based switching system

that supports ATM and various data services such as Switched Multi-megabit Data

Service (SMDS) and Frame Relay for public networks. In the fast packet switching

terminology described above, CPS-100 switch architecture can be viewed as a time di-

vision, shared medium switch fabric with interconnecting time division, shared mem-

ory switching elements. The switch structure is generally composed of the following

four major components:

1. The switching fabric performs the basic switching function of transferring pack-

ets from input to output. The switching fabric in the CPS-100 switch is com-

posed of a high-speed Virtual ATM (VATM) backplane bus, which is shared

between all interface modules.

2. The access interface module provides an interface for customers to access the

services supported by a network. The Customer Premises Equipment (CPE)

attaches to an access interface module for transmitting and receiving data via

a dedicated link.
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Figure 3.2: Potential application areas for time division and space division switch

architectures
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3. The trunk interface module provides an interface for interconnecting switching

systems to support inter-switch communications.

4. The CPU module communicates with all the interface modules in the switch

and performs the high-level control functions such as connection establishment

and release, memory administration, bandwidth allocation and maintenance.

3.3.2 Interface Modules

Figure 3.3 illustrates the functional model of a simplified ATM network im-

plemented with CPS-100 switches. Note that an access/trunk interface module can

support multiple bidirectional links. External trunks or CPE links are all connected

to the VATM via the access/trunk interface module, which consists principally of

two controllers, namely the ingress adaptor and the egress adaptor. The ingress

adaptor receives cells from the incoming link, buffers them as necessary and sends

them through the switching fabric. Similarly the egress adaptor accepts cells from

the switching fabric, provides any necessary buffering, and transmits the cells over

the outgoing link. These adaptors also perform all the cell-by-cell processing func-

tions such as Virtual Connection Identifier (VCI) translation, priority assignment

and routing. Since the VCI is generally only local to each switch port, the VCI of

each cell needs to be translated to the value assigned for the succeeding links. This

operation is performed by a VCI translation table.

The ingress adaptor appends routing overhead on an incoming cell to specify

the output link associated with the virtual connection to which the cell belongs.

The ingress adaptor also looks up other connection type information such as the loss

priority and the service priority of the cell to assist the egress adaptor in making its

buffering and service scheduling decisions. Since all the cells of a virtual connection

will follow the same route in traversing a switch, the sequence of cells is preserved,

without the need for explicit sequence numbers.
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The most important function of the egress adaptor is to buffer temporarily

those cells which cannot be immediately sent out. A finite buffer memory is imple-

mented in the egress adaptor to resolve output contention. If congestion causes the

buffers to be filled up, the controller has no choice but to discard cells. The buffer

thus forms a critical resource that needs to be adequately controlled. A modified

Partial Buffer Sharing scheme is implemented in the egress adaptor to ensure satis-

factory loss rates for different loss priority classes and fairness in sharing the resource

among competing users. Moreover, a priority-dependent service scheduling scheme is

implemented to control the order in which cells are sent from the buffer to the output

link. The service scheduling control is necessary for meeting the different switching

delay requirements for different service priority classes. Service and loss priorities are

assigned to each virtual connection during connection establishment based on the

delay and loss requirements specified for the particular connection.

Figure 3.4 shows the schematic of the ingress and egress adaptors for a two-

link interface module. The functions of the components indicated in the figure are

summarized as follows.

• The FIFOs are small First-In-First-Out queues which store cells to accommo-

date short data bursts which exceed the processing speed.

• The Ingress Message Processor is responsible for looking up the routing and

service information for incoming cells. It searches a routing table to find out

the output port address to which a cell needs to be switched and attaches the

routing overhead to the cell, which is then sent to a FIFO queue. The Ingress

Message Processor also support multicast operation by duplicating the incoming

multicast cells and appending appropriate output port address to each of the

copies.
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• The VATM bus performs the switching operation of transporting cells from

an ingress adaptor to an egress adaptor according to the routing information.

The high-speed bus operates synchronously so that one cell can be transmitted

across the bus during each transmission cycle.

• The function of the one-cell buffer in the egress direction is to provide timing

independence between components. The FIFO connected to it is sensitive to

the backpressure from the one-cell buffer, that is, the FIFO will only send a

cell to the associated one-cell buffer as the previous cell has left the buffer and

served by the Egress Message Processor.

• The Egress Message Processor controls the egress buffer space usage. A modi-

fied Partial Buffer Sharing scheme is activated upon receiving a cell to determine

if the cell can be accepted to the Buffer Memory allocated for its output port

address.

• The Egress Buffer Memory stores cells while they are waiting to be serviced

by the Egress Protocol Processor. The buffer memory of each port in an in-

terface module can remain dedicated or they can be merged to achieve a lower

probability of memory overflow.

• The Egress Protocol Processor extracts cells sequentially from the buffer mem-

ory by referring to their service priorities and then removes the routing overhead

and assigns new parameters for the outgoing cell according to the communica-

tion protocol.

The throughput of each individual component is dependent on the link speed

of the external link. The throughput of the Ingress Message Processor is designed to

be marginally faster than the link speed (e.g. l.lxLink Speed). A relatively small

buffer in the ingress adaptor is also provided. Moreover, the Egress Message Processor
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in the egress direction is capable of functioning at a comparable speed as the VATM

bus so that the high-speed cell stream from the VATM bus can be accommodated.

Upon receipt of an incoming cell, the ingress adaptor will seek access to the

VATM bus. Only one ingress adaptor can have access to the high-speed bus at any

time. A bus arbitration scheme is implemented for resolving contention for access

among different ingress adaptors. However, since the shared medium operates at a

substantially higher speed (approximately 5 Gbps) than the link interface modules do,

the CPS-100 can be seen as a non-blocking switch, having no internal buffering and

with no contention visible from outside the switching fabric. The high speed of the

switching fabric reduces input contention and results in major queueing taking place

at the egress adaptor. Thus the switch architecture is expected to give performance

similar to an output-buffering switch and, therefore, takes advantage of the optimal

delay/throughput performance that can be provided by an output-buffering switch

[52].

3.3.3 Simulation Approach

The simulators which accurately reflects the hardware design of Loral's CPS-

100 switch have been developed using two different simulation packages, the Opti-

mized Network Engineering Tools (OPNET) 1 and the General Purpose Simulation

System (GPSS) 2
. However, we found that the GPSS is incapable of supporting com-

pletely the simulation works due to memory constraint and flexibility of the software.

Thus the majority of our simulation studies were performed by using the OPNET

package.

The OPNET tool is an event-driven simulation package designed specifically

for the development and analysis of communication networks. It offers a hierarchical

modeling approach and graphical interfaces for users to model network and system

'The tool OPNET was developed by MIL 3, Inc.

2The GPSS was developed by Minuteman Software
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specifications. The OPNET package provides a detailed and flexible modeling envi-

ronment with a significant reduction in the extensive software development process

which is typically associated with complex system modeling.

Each hardware functional block in the switch is simulated with a parame-

terized module, and modules communicate through packet flow and control signal

connections. Each module is associated with a process model which contains the

logic of model operations. The processing delay of functional blocks, traffic control

process and switch architecture can be modified with the assignment of different

parameters, process models or interconnection structures. An arbitrary network con-

figuration can be constructed easily by interconnecting a number of switch simulators

and traffic sources that model the specified traffic patterns.

The switch simulator and its output have been verified by Loral's and they

contribute to the development of the traffic control schemes as well as the switch

design. The simulator also serves as an experimental platform for the feasibility and

performance evaluation of the traffic control mechanisms that are considered in this

dissertation.

3.3.4 Simulation Results

During the research period, we have performed numerous simulations and

analyses to identify the switch characteristics with different traffic models and eval-

uate implementation complexity as well as effectiveness of various traffic control

schemes. In this section, part of the results of our simulation study are presented

to demonstrate the basic CPS-100 switch characteristics. We show that the network

delay performance can be controlled effectively by implementing different scheduling

schemes in the switch.

The simulation was performed based on a network configuration as shown in

Figure 3.5. In the network configuration, two CPS-100 switches are interconnected

to each other via a trunk link. On each side of the network, there are a number of
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Figure 3.5: The network configuration for simulation

customer premises equipment (CPE) connected to the switch. It is assumed that

each CPE on the left side makes a connection to the CPE on the right side and

simultaneously transmits data through the trunk link. Since all the traffic aggregates

on the outgoing trunk port of switch 1, the egress buffer memory and the outgoing

link bandwidth of the port become performance bottlenecks, where congestion may

occur when too many traffic bursts arrive in a short period.

The assumptions made for the input traffic loading are summarized as follows.

Suppose there are a total of eight virtual connections in the network sending traffic

to the CPEs on the other side. The traffic sources of virtual connections #1 to #4

are Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources which generate constant-rate cell streams. The

CBR traffic is sensitive to the queueing delay in the network and needs to handle in

a higher priority than other traffic. On the other hand, the traffic pattern of virtual

connections #5 to #8 represent bursty data sources which occasionally produce long
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cell bursts at the peak link rate. A TCP/IP connection with a 64-kbyte adaptive

flow window and a 8-kbyte packet segment is simulated for each data source.

Assume that each virtual connection is sequentially assigned with a different

scheduling priority: virtual connection #1 has the highest scheduling priority, say

1, and virtual connection #8 has the lowest scheduling priority, say 8. The CBR

traffic (i.e., cells with scheduling priority 1 to 4) is served by the scheduling server of

the outgoing trunk port in an absolute priority method, by which cells with higher

priority are always processed in advance, as long as there is one queued in the buffer.

On the other hand, the data traffic is treated in a relative priority method which

is similar to the weighted fair queueing scheme studied in [20]. The available link

bandwidth left after serving the CBR traffic is allocated between different scheduling

priorities in a weighted manner. The higher the scheduling priority, the larger its

weight. For instance, if the scheduling priority 5, 6, 7, and 8 has a weight of 4,

3, 2, and 1, respectively, the scheduling server will divide its bandwidth in serving

the different queues proportionally to the weighting (assume that each scheduling

priority queue is never empty). The unused bandwidth of higher priority traffic will

be utilized by the incoming cells with lower priority.

For simplicity it is assumed that the outgoing trunk port has sufficient buffer

space to accommodate all incoming traffic. For bursty data sources, the duration

of the idle time between traffic bursts is assumed to be exponentially distributed.

The traffic distribution between traffic sources is uniform, that is, each traffic source

contributes about 12.5% to the total trunk load. The link speed of all the links in

the network is T3 (45 Mbits/s) and the propagation delay on the links is assumed to

be negligible. The weights for scheduling priority 5, 6, 7, and 8 are assumed to be 4,

3, 2, and 1, respectively. Twenty seconds of network time is simulated.

The mean and maximum network queueing delays for each scheduling priority

are studied. The network queueing delay is defined as the time interval between a
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cell arriving at an ingress adaptor of the first switch to the cell leaving the egress

adaptor connected to its destination of the second switch (see Figure 3.5). It is

observed that the queueing delay within the egress buffer at the outgoing trunk port

dominates the network queueing delay experienced by a cell because the port is a

congested point in the network configuration. Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 show the mean,

maximum and variance of the network queueing delay for each scheduling priority as

a function of the trunk link utilization. It is seen that the statistics of the network

queueing delay of CBR traffic remain nearly a constant as traffic load increases.

This is mainly because the cell interarrival time of a CBR connection is a constant.

Since the cells arrive at the buffer periodically and the scheduling server will try

to process these cells as soon as they come in, these cells will always have a very

small queueing delay even when the traffic load is high. This result also implies that

with an appropriate traffic shaping function exercised at the network entrance point

to smooth the traffic pattern and the selection of an adequate service discipline, a

maximal network queueing delay and cell delay variation can be guaranteed. On the

other hand, the network queueing delay of the data traffic increases exponentially as

the trunk link utilization increased. The lower the weight of the scheduling priority,

the larger the increment of the queueing delay. With the assignment of appropriate

weighting numbers, the mean queueing delay of the scheduling priority classes can

be controlled within a range.

In addition, we study the time average and maximum egress buffer utiliza-

tions of the outgoing trunk port for each scheduling priority (see Figures 3.9 and

3.10). Again the trunk link utilization has very little effect on the egress buffer uti-

lizations of the CBR traffic. In general, the time average egress buffer utilizations are

proportional to the mean queueing delay for every scheduling priority. Figure 3.10

shows the maximum instantaneous egress buffer utilizations for each scheduling pri-

ority. These numbers are the maximum buffer capacity required so that no cell were
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dropped over the simulation interval. Note that the maximum buffer utilizations of

the data traffic, which are randomly distributed within a range, can go much higher

than the corresponding time average buffer utilizations. The results shows that the

instantaneous buffer utilization is closely related to the burstiness of the incoming

traffic and the service discipline. For CBR or other relatively smooth traffic, a small

buffer is sufficient to cope with the traffic variation. On the other hand, for the highly

bursty data traffic, the occurrence of buffer overflows is almost inevitable for a finite

buffer system unless additional flow control schemes (such as the schemes that are

discussed in Chapter 6) are applied to the network.

3.4 Advantages and Limitations of CPS-100 Switch

A principal advantage of the CPS-100 ATM switch structure is its flexibility

to support multiple kinds of port interfaces. It has been widely recognized that

ATM technology is targeted to support a rich mixture of broadband and narrowband

services, as well as the high-capacity interconnection of existing data networking

applications. Thus it is important for a switching node to provide different kinds

of interfaces for the diverse applications in a highly flexible and expandable way.

In the CPS-100 switch, this is achieved through a modular design that places the

ports on separate interface modules. Various combinations of port interfaces, link

access speeds and physical media can be supported easily by implementing different

interface modules on the switch. A CPS-100 switch can be configured to support up

to 16 of these interface modules.

Another advantage of the CPS-100 switch is that with this architecture dy-

namic priority functions and multicast operations can be supported flexibly with no

additional hardware complexity. This function is preferable since some applications

such as ATM LANs require the ability to support multiple guaranteed classes of ser-

vices and full-bandwidth multicasting. Each interface module can implement suitable
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buffer management and scheduling policies based on the traffic characteristic as well

as loading conditions to best serve the delay and loss requirements of different traffic

classes. In addition, since the major queueing takes place at the output buffer, each

interface module can perform load monitoring on the buffer usages of different traffic

classes to support congestion control operation. Additionally the buffer space within

an interface module can be allocated dynamically to each port, so as to achieve a

lower probability of memory overflow.

On the other hand, as with other shared medium/output buffering ATM

switches, the CPS-100 switch architecture has the typical limitation of requiring the

high speed switching fabric to accommodate simultaneous arrivals from different in-

put ports. The switching fabric and output buffer must effectively operate at a much

higher speed than that of each interface port. The implementation of the high-speed

bus and buffer memory could be complex if the required memory access speed is very

high, thus limiting the capability of the switch to support very high speed interface

ports.



CHAPTER 4
AN INTEGRATED ATM TRAFFIC CONTROL FRAMEWORK

4.1 ATM Traffic Control Requirements

The accommodation of the large spectrum of applications implies that ATM

services must be differentiated based on QOS offered to the users [1]. The traffic

characteristics and QOS requirements of different applications of ATM networks are

likely to be very diverse. A successful deployment of ATM technologies will require

a robust and flexible traffic management strategy to engineer network resource effi-

ciently and support diverse service requirements. The traffic management schemes

which are adopted by standard bodies will not only affect directly the complexity of

network system hardware but also determine if ATM applications can be supported

economically.

In this chapter, the initial service categories that will be offered on an ATM

network are addressed and the necessary traffic management functions are studied

in detail. We propose an integration of these traffic management schemes to provide

a complete control framework to manage network congestion preventively as well as

reactively and allow cooperative control actions at distributed network systems.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, traffic sources usually have traffic states that

can be characterized in call level, burst level, and cell level. Therefore network

congestion should be evaluated and controlled at different levels and time scales.

Congestion can happen at call level when logical channels request resources (link and

switching bandwidth, buffer space, etc.) that cannot be supported, when too many

connections, which are admitted by the network to achieve high statistical gain, are

active concurrently, or when a certain call exceeds its reserved bandwidth limits. It

47
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can occur at burst level when too many long bursts of cells arrive and queue at some

buffer causing buffer overflow. Congestion can also occur at cell level due to poor

buffer management or as a result of upper layer operations such as retransmitting a

complete data frame every time a cell loss occurs.

From a general point of view, the network should be engineered with sufficient

resources to provide an acceptable level of connection blocking performance and allow

some degree of future traffic growth [1]. Network resource engineering is one of the

important traffic management functions which provides a long term control over the

total amount of available bandwidth for all types of ATM services. Its major control

function is to allocate sufficient resources for different service categories based on

some understanding of predicted subscriber loads and usage characteristics.

When a call request is received by a network, the network control will deter-

mine if the required resources are available. If there are not sufficient resources for the

connection, the network control will block the request or negotiate with the user for

a less stringent service requirement. Connection Admission Control operating at the

call level evaluates the impact of a new connection and allocates network resources

to an accepted call on the basis of the bandwidth requested by the source [55]. Once

the connection is established, the network has the responsibility to maintain the nec-

essary resources for an acceptable QOS and monitor the source traffic to ensure that

it complies with its declared parameters.

One way to alleviate burst level congestion is to implement large buffers in

nodes to cope with traffic bursts [56]. With large buffers to store excess data during

periods of burst level congestion, the achievable link utilization can also be improved.

However, this approach will introduce added cell delay due to buffering of the excess

traffic and increase the complexity of resource allocation.

Some applications, such as large file or image retrieval, produce single long

bursts that can be treated as a single connection with individual establishment and
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release phases. The Fast Reservation Protocol [56] operating at the burst level is

a burst admission control method that allows in-call bandwidth negotiation when

the traffic source needs to transmit a burst. Before a burst is transmitted, a traffic

source sends a reservation request to each node on the connection path to reserve the

required bandwidth. If there is not sufficient bandwidth available, a negative response

will be returned immediately and the transmission of the burst will be blocked or

delayed.

Due to the unpredictable nature of data applications, such as LAN intercon-

nection, it is difficult to characterize the variability of traffic rate at connection setup

time [57]. Allocating bandwidth at their peak cell rates results in low resource uti-

lization and thus is inefficient for the burst-type data traffic. Most data applications

can tolerate some delays but cell loss in the network will trigger retransmission to

recover from information loss. A complete data frame has to be retransmitted each

time cell loss occurs, regardless of severity of the cell loss. This traffic behavior is

likely to cause sustained cell level congestion and lead to low packet goodput (the

throughput of successfully transmitted packets). For these applications, a feedback

control mechanism which can be invoked quickly to reduce the probability of packet

retransmission should be provided.

Credit-based and rate-based flow control are two classes of control schemes that

can regulate the volume of traffic admitted to the network according to the status of

network load [56, 58]. Both kinds of the control schemes have been proposed to the

ATM Forum for best-effort service and are currently under discussion. These control

schemes provide a closed loop control to prevent or reduce the effects of network

congestion and to optimize network resources. Such control approaches are attractive

to the applications which may generate unpredictable traffic bursts, since the users

need not specify their average or sustainable cell rates in advance of transmission.

Moreover, with the flow control, traffic sources contributing to congestion can be
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forced to reduce the speed at which they are sending. Thus if a connection admission

control is used to support QOS requirements of guaranteed services, the bandwidth

left over can be utilized efficiently by filling in with the best-effort traffic, as shown

in Figure 4.1.

Once a new connection is admitted by network control, a monitoring mecha-

nism is required to ensure that, during the information transfer phase, traffic submit-

ted to the network does not exceed the traffic agreement established at the connection

setup. This control function is performed by the Usage Parameter Control. The traf-

fic policing is necessary to guarantee that violations by some users will not cause

performance degradation for other well-behaved users.

Another important control mechanism that provides an effective cell level

control and supports different QOS is Priority Control. When a new connection

is established, a connection priority should be assigned to it based on the service

requirement. The cells belonging to connections that need guaranteed service will be

handled with higher priority by network nodes. In addition to the connection level

priority, a cell loss priority (CLP) may be assigned to cells of the same connection

to identify their significance or to mark the traffic that violates declared parameters.
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Cells with lower cell loss priority (i.e., CLP bit set to 1) will be discarded first in case

of resource congestion.

4.2 ATM Service Characteristics

To support different QOS requirements of users, three basic ATM service

categories are identified corresponding to distinct user demands. In this section, the

three basic ATM service categories that will be offered on an ATM network at the

initial phase and their traffic characteristics are discussed.

4.2.1 Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Service

The Constant Bit Rate (CBR) type of service is intended for applications

that will generate a constant or nearly constant cell stream, such as voice trunk

and traditional video channels. This class of traffic has the most demanding service

requirements. It is sensitive to delay and cell delay variation and typically cell loss in

the network cannot be recovered by packet retransmission. This service type requires

bandwidth allocation at connection's peak rate and service agreement sustained on

a per-connection basis. Transmission of the traffic should be handled with highest

priority in network nodes to ensure the specified QOS is guaranteed.

With the required network resources negotiated and allocated prior to trans-

mission and maintained on a per-connection basis during the information transfer

phase, ATM networks are able to provide strict QOS control for connections. As

long as users conform to their traffic contracts and adequate resource protection is

provided, cell level congestion will no longer be an issue. For this type of traffic, only

a small buffer at switching nodes or multiplexing points is required to accommodate

the effects of cell delay variation.
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4.2.2 Variable Bit Rate (VBR) Service

The Variable Bit Rate (VBR) service offers a committed cell loss rate and

delay for the users that require guaranteed service. This service is suitable for users

or applications that generate traffic at a variable rate but have predictable statistical

characteristics, such as video conference applications and distribution video. This

type of traffic is typically delay-sensitive and with less stringent loss requirement.

Recovery from cell error or loss is by concealment or cell substitution or by forward

error correction, not by packet retransmission.

A gain in resource efficiency is achieved by performing statistical multiplexing

of VBR sources, that is, by overbooking link capacity to allow bandwidth sharing

between VBR connections. Link bandwidth will be allocated to the connections

by taking account of their peak rates and some other traffic parameters defined for

the service. With well-described statistical characteristics of traffic, it is possible to

control congestion and cell loss below some probability by applying only admission

control at connection setup. However, a larger buffer (about 1000 cells) at multiplex-

ing points will be required to cope with burst level congestion and give better link

utilization [58].

4.2.3 Available Bit Rate (ABR) Service

Currently, the increasing need for high-capacity data communications is driv-

ing the development and implementation of ATM [56]. There is no doubt that data

communications applications will be initially dominant in ATM networks and, more-

over, will be the first test of ATM acceptance. Examples of the applications that

could require ABR service include LAN interconnection, image/document retrieval,

interactive data transfer, and so on. ATM networks provide connection-oriented ser-

vices where data transport occurs on the virtual circuit established before transmis-

sion. However, a vast majority of existing networks and data services are inherently
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connectionless which require no connection setup before transmission. In addition,

the traffic generated by these applications is typically very bursty and hard to pre-

dict. The sources are likely to generate on/off traffic streams with short bursts at a

speed close to maximum link rate and separated by relatively long silences. Although

several studies are available describing some of their statistical characteristics, a com-

plete description of the statistical behavior and the associated traffic models is still

lacking.

The traffic is unpredictable at connection setup and thus it is unrealistic to

expect the users to declare their bandwidth requirements accurately in advance of

transmission. For those applications, the network is unable to provide an explicit

guarantee of service since insufficient information of their traffic characteristics is

known. What is needed for the data applications is a service that serves all active

sources on a best-effort basis. The available bandwidth for this service should be

dynamically allocated between the users. This kind of service is referred by the ATM

Forum as the Available Bit Rate (ABR) service [56].

The burstiness of ABR traffic type covers a wide range of time scales and the

peak bit rates are typically several orders of magnitude larger than the average rates.

The unpredictable traffic characteristics and large burstiness make this kind of traffic

ideal for statistical multiplexing where many connections cooperate to share a finite

amount of bandwidth.

The traffic behavior of the various existing and foreseeable data applications

depends strongly on the usage patterns of the applications and can thus hardly be

characterized by means of a manageable set of parameters. Their target service

requirements also rely on applications, high layer protocols and source characteristics.

For instance, animation graphics may produce long traffic bursts with peak rates

larger than 10 Mbps and will need QOS requirements similar to that required for real

time video. Electronic mail generates individual messages with sizes from less than 1
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kbyte up to several Mbytes but can tolerate delay for up to minutes. Target cell loss

probabilities for these applications also cover a wide range and their impact usually

depends on upper layer protocols. These protocols generally rely on retransmission

to recover from information loss.

For the applications of critical data transfer such as image retrieval or very

high speed data services, it is necessary to perform burst admission control. The

Fast Reservation Protocol can be used to ensure that the data bursts will not be

transmitted unless sufficient resources are available.

Many data applications are relatively tolerant to delay but sensitive to cell

loss. If there is no flow control mechanism that allows the network to control the cell

emission process at traffic sources, we will require a very large buffer at ATM switches

to absorb the cells of simultaneously arriving bursts so that a reasonable cell loss rate

can be achieved. It has been proposed to use closed-loop feedback control schemes

for ABR service to modulate traffic streams based on current network status.

Table 4.1 summarizes the important traffic characteristics, requirements and

applicable control functions for the three basic ATM service categories.

4.3 Traffic Modeling

A key element in simulating or analyzing communication networks is traffic

modeling. Traffic models are used in modeling technology either as part of an an-

alytical model or to drive a discrete-event simulation. Inappropriate traffic models

could lead to poor prediction of network performance and may misdirect design and

management decisions. In order to obtain a successful performance evaluation, a

clear understanding of the nature of the traffic in the target system and selection

of a suitable random traffic model are crucial. This section presents a review of the

commonly used traffic models for different types of traffic.
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Many traffic models that are capable of capturing the autocorrelated nature

of voice or video sources have been proposed and studied [31, 59]. The Interrupted

Poisson Process (IPP) [102, 60], which is also known as on-off model and is essentially

a two-state Markov-Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) with zero arrival rate in one

state, has been widely used to describe a single voice source. The arrival process of

an IPP is characterized by two alternating states; the on state corresponds to a

talk spurt, and the off state corresponds to a silence. The process stays in a state

for an exponentially distributed holding time and then transits to the other state.

The general MMPP is a doubly stochastic Poisson process where the rate process

is controlled (modulated) by its current state and in a given state, arrivals occur

according to a Poisson process with a non-negative rate. The aggregated cell arrival

process of independent voice sources can be modeled by a birth-death process [31],

where the aggregated arrival rate is determined by the number of voice sources in the

on state, or by a two-state MMPP model [102], where each state is associated with

a positive Poisson rate.

The statistical nature of a compressed video source displays a significant diver-

sity from a voice source. For VBR-coded video sources, since the signal is compressed

by encoding only the differences between successive frames, the frame bit rate within

a video scene varies very little. Only a change of scene or background of the picture

can cause the frame bit rate to vary abruptly. The cell generation process within a

video scene can be modeled by an autoregressive (AR) process [61], or by a discrete-

state continuous-time Markov process [62]. The AR process is commonly used to

drive a simulation model while the Markov process is usually employed in queueing

analysis because it is more analytically tractable than the AR model. On the other

hand, the scene changes can be modeled by some modulating mechanism, such as a

discrete-state continuous-time Markov process with batch arrivals [63].
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Other common approaches for modeling variable rate traffic sources include

fluid traffic models [64] and Transform-Expand-Sample (TES) models [65]. The fluid

traffic model, instead of counting traffic units individually, views traffic as a stream

of fluid characterized by a flow rate. The approach provides important advantages

such as comparable accuracy and enormous savings in computing. The TES models,

which can be used to generate synthetic streams of realistic traffic to drive simu-

lations, attempts to capture both marginals and autocorrelations of empirical data

simultaneously.

Poisson processes have a long history in characterizing data traffic in computer

networks, because of their relative mathematical simplicity and elegant analytical

properties. In addition, it is well known that in traffic applications that physically

comprise a large number of independent traffic streams, the superposition process can

be approximated by a Poisson process (or a Bernoulli process for discrete-time cases)

[66]. In order to capture the strong autocorrelations of bursty traffic that is expected

to dominate broadband networks, several new traffic models, which are based on

high-quality high-resolution traffic measurements in real network environments, are

currently under study. Some well-known examples of the traffic models include the

self-similar models [67] and packet train models [103], and they can be employed to

generate long traces of synthetic traffic for simulations. A summary of the commonly

used traffic models for different ATM traffic classes is also presented in Table 4.1.

4.4 Traffic Management Mechanisms

The main objective of ATM traffic management is to achieve resource efficiency

improvement while supporting the QOS requirements of users in both normal and

overload conditions. As was described in Section 2, the ATM service categories have

distinct service demands and require a set of control functions to prevent performance
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degradation during congestion. This section discusses in further detail the roles of

these traffic management mechanisms for the support of each service category.

4.4.1 Network Resource Engineering

The major function of Network Resource Engineering is to allocate the finite

network resource among different ATM services so as to achieve an acceptable level

of connection blocking performance. To perform this control function successfully,

we will require knowledge of the connection characteristics, such as predicted arrival

rates, expected connection blocking probability, call durations, usage characteristics

and bandwidth requirements. The finite link bandwidth is then logically divided

between service categories based on these estimates to provide satisfactory resource

provision and determine acceptable loading levels. The available bandwidth capacity

and utilization for a service type will be used by the connection admission control as

the basis for admitting or rejecting a new connection.

For users of CBR or VBR services that require QOS agreement sustained on

a per-connection basis, the size of available network bandwidth affects directly the

connection blocking performance of the service type. For ABR applications where

bandwidth is not reserved explicitly on a per connection basis, all connections will

share the unused portion of network bandwidth. However, a minimum amount of

bandwidth should be provisioned for the service category to ensure a very low prob-

ability of congestion. In addition, the division of network bandwidth capacity should

be dynamically adjusted to optimize resource efficiency as traffic mix changes.

4.4.2 Connection Admission Control

Connection admission control determines if a new request will be admitted to

the network and reserves network resources at the connection establishment, so that

consistent performance can be received during the lifetime of the connection. Thus

the central issue of the connection admission control is to decide if a new connection
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can be safely multiplexed with the existing traffic loading without leading the network

into an unacceptable level of congestion. The decision to accept or deny a connection

request will be based primarily on the bandwidth and QOS requested by the source

and the available bandwidth for a given service category.

Allocating bandwidth at connection peak rate is the simplest control approach

and is particularly suitable for the applications of CBR service. A new connection

is accepted only if the required peak bandwidth is available at each link along the

connection's selected path. This approach offers a very strong performance guarantee

and is relatively easy to implement. However, it makes poor use of the network

resource when the connection's peak rate is much higher than its average rate.

Connections of VBR service can be multiplexed statistically to take advantage

of the variable rate nature of individual applications and achieve some gain in resource

efficiency. By considering the traffic characteristics of connections and estimating

the probability of consequential congestion, the network may accept a number of

connections the sum of whose peak rates exceeds the link capacity. In general, an

effective bandwidth is computed and allocated based on a set of traffic descriptors

specifying the variability of the bit rate, which may include peak cell rate, sustainable

cell rate and burst tolerance.

For ABR service in which it might not be possible to estimate the average rate

in advance, under normal conditions the connection admission control may admit the

request without allocating any bandwidth. All the connections dynamically adapt

themselves to current network status by sharing the minimum provisioned bandwidth

for this service type and the unused bandwidth left from other service categories.

4.4.3 Explicit Congestion Notification

Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) is a reactive feedback control mech-

anism that controls the rate at which each source emits cells into the network on
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every virtual connection by using congestion indicators [57]. The congestion indi-

cators are generated at the congested node and they can be sent in the forward

direction (FECN) or in backward direction of the path (BCEN). In FECN when

a path through a switching node becomes congested, the congestion information is

transferred to the destination node by setting the explicit forward congestion indi-

cator bit with the header of ATM cells to 1. After receiving the information, the

destination end system sends congestion notification cells back to the traffic source

to indicate the congestion status. The source will then dynamically adjust its cell

transmission rate based on the feedback. On the other hand, in BECN congestion

notification is returned directly from the congested node back to the source. Obvi-

ously the BECN control scheme is able to react to network congestion faster than

the FECN, although it requires more hardware in the switch for implementation.

It has been shown that ECN is an effective control scheme to reduce informa-

tion loss and improve network throughput during congestion periods for some data

applications such as LAN interconnection.

4.4.4 Credit-based Flow Control

The control objective of credit-based flow control is similar to the ECN scheme

described in the previous section. However, instead of controlling the source's cell

transmission rate based on congestion indicators from the congested node, credit-

based flow control manipulates the traffic being sent to the receiving end of a link

according to the available resources for the virtual connection (i.e., credits). The

credit approach is thus a link-by-link per-virtual-connection flow control mechanism

where each link performs the scheme independently. The sending end of a link is

allowed to transmit cells to its receiving end only if it has credits for the virtual

connection. A credit balance is maintained at the sending end and is updated peri-

odically by credit cells sent by its receiver [68].
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The credit-based approach has the advantage of excellent bandwidth utiliza-

tion with zero cell loss in a high-loaded network. When multiple connections are

active, the available bandwidth is shared fairly between them. If a connection can-

not fully utilize its share, the unused bandwidth will be acquired quickly by other

aggressive connections. However, the control scheme requires per-virtual-connection

buffering and processing in every switch and thus increases implementation complex-

ity on the switch hardware.

4.4.5 Burst Admission Control

The Burst Admission Control is a control procedure that allows users to ne-

gotiate bandwidth with the network during a connection. This approach should be

applied to the applications that need spontaneous delivery of long bursts of critical

data so that satisfactory QOS can be guaranteed during data transfer. With this

control scheme, the bandwidth will be allocated only to the bursts based on the peak

bandwidth requirements prior to their transmissions. If sufficient bandwidth cannot

be reserved on some link of the connection path, the transmission of the burst will be

blocked or delayed. In order to ensure an acceptable probability of burst blocking,

the network may impose a limit on the connection peak rate that can be supported

by a link, for instance, 10 percent of the link bit rate.

Blocking large data transfers at the source during network overload can pre-

vent performance degradation to other connections and thus improve network stabil-

ity under high loading.

4.4.6 Usage Parameter Control

For each connection that has been admitted to the network, there should

be a service contract specifying a set of service parameters, including bandwidth

parameters and QOS requirements. With the service agreement, a set of mechanisms

for monitoring traffic compliance during the transport of ATM cells is required. This
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control function provides stable operation of the network and resource protection for

compliant users by discarding or tagging for priority discard the traffic that violates

its specified parameters.

The traffic control mechanism is performed by monitoring continuously a sin-

gle indicator, the cell loss priority (CLP), in every ATM cell header of a virtual

connection. If the CLP bit of a cell is set to 1, it indicates that the cell carries

nonessential information and may be discarded preferentially when congestion is en-

countered along the path. Another function served by the indicator is that the

network provider can mark the excessive cells that are not in compliance with the

traffic limits by setting their CLP indicators to 1. Thus those cells will be transferred

at their own risk to ensure fairness between competing users.

Generally, the peak cell rate of a connection should be monitored for all kinds

of applications. Additional functionality is required for those applications in which

the network bandwidth is not reserved at their peak rate. The traffic monitor-

ing mechanism established for these connections should effectively impose an upper

bound on the worst case traffic behavior expected from the connection.

4.4.7 Priority Control

The priority control which determines how cells should be treated in the net-

work is an important control function to support different service demands of ATM

users. During connection establishment, each connection should be assigned with

explicit priorities according to the service category and service requirements. The

priority levels of a connection are registered in the virtual connection identifier (VCI)

table so that the priorities of an incoming cell can be identified.

Two different types of the connection-level priority should be specified: the

delay priority and the loss priority. A traffic scheduling policy, which determines

the serving sequence between different delay priorities and how a finite outgoing

link bandwidth should be allocated in switching nodes, provides effective controls on
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network queueing delay and delay variation for a given cell. On the other hand, the

loss priority of a connection is used by a cell loss mechanism that manages the accesses

to finite buffers in a switching node to satisfy various connection loss requirements.

In addition to the overall traffic control for different connection-level priori-

ties, additional thresholds imposed on the buffer utilization are required to support

different cell loss rates of the cell-level priority (i.e. cell loss probabilities for the cells

of the same connection with CLP=0 and CLP=1). The cells with lower priority will

be discarded when the buffer utilization exceeds the threshold to provide better cell

loss performance for the cells carrying essential information.

Figure 4.2 shows an architecture of the ATM traffic control. Finally, Table

4.2 summarizes the performance objectives and control functions of the important

traffic management schemes that were discussed in this chapter.

In the following chapters, three (3) traffic management schemes are inves-

tigated and optimized with respect to critical network resources. A space priority

buffer management scheme, which controls the finite buffer in a switching node to

support an arbitrary number of priority classes, is analyzed in Chapter 5. A multi-

nomial traffic model is chosen to give a good approximation of the aggregated input

traffic since each priority class may consist of a large number of independent traffic

sources. Previous works have typically considered only two priority classes and overly

simplified queueing models. In Chapter 5 we present a general approach for multiple

priority classes and optimization procedures for the optimal choice of loss thresh-

olds. In Chapter 6, two feedback flow control schemes for ABR traffic, the BECN

and the credit-based mechanisms, are investigated. The worst-case (e.g., long file

transfers with TCP/IP) network performance with and without the flow controls is

examined. We show that with the implementation of the flow control schemes, packet

retransmission process, which might degrade severely the network throughput, can be

greatly reduced or completely eliminated, thus providing a substantial improvement
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on the network performance. In addition, a slow-start technique that can improve

the performance of the rate-based control scheme to a comparable level as with the

credit-based approach is proposed. We conduct a complete analysis on the issues of

performance improvement, resource efficiency, and practical implementation of these

control mechanisms.



CHAPTER 5

SPACE PRIORITY BUFFER MANAGEMENT FOR ATM OVERLOAD CONTROL

5.1 Buffer Management Schemes for ATM Switches

In this chapter, the issue of effectively managing the finite output buffers of an

ATM switch is concerned. Due to the bursty and unpredictable nature of some traffic

sources, the occurrence of buffer overflows is inevitable. Simply dimensioning the

resource to satisfy the most stringent service requirement is generally not a practical

solution and will lead to low efficiency. In addition, systems with a large buffer can

introduce significant cell delay variation for the passing traffic if no priority control

is applied. This situation may be unbearable for the delay-sensitive applications.

More dynamic controls such as prioritizing different traffic according to their service

requirements are necessary for ATM systems to achieve high resource utilization and

ensure adequate network performance.

There are two major categories of the priority queueing mechanisms for finite

buffer systems being proposed: the time priority and the space priority strategies.

The time priority strategies provide preferential treatment to the traffic with critical

delay requirements while the space priority favors the traffic with sensitive loss re-

quirements. Although these two kinds of queueing strategies were commonly studied

and analyzed in an independent manner, they can be implemented cooperatively in

a finite buffer system without conflict. For instance, a space priority (buffer access)

control scheme can be implemented at the server for controlling buffer memory input

to ensure satisfactory loss rates for different loss priority classes, while a time priority

(scheduling) control scheme can be enforced at the server for controlling buffer mem-

ory output to handle various delay requirements. Thus the delay and loss priorities

67
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of a virtual connection can be assigned in a more flexible way to accommodate the

diverse QOS of ATM applications.

Two space priority queueing strategies, Push Out scheme and Partial Buffer

Sharing (PBS) scheme, have been suggested. In the push out scheme, an arriving high

priority cell is allowed to take the place of any low priority cell in the queue when the

buffer is full. If there is no low priority cell in the queue, the arriving high priority cell

is discarded. On the other hand, in the partial buffer sharing scheme, a threshold is

imposed on the buffer space available to both classes. A low priority cell is admitted

to the system only if the current queue length is less than the threshold, otherwise

it is lost. Obviously the push out scheme provides better resource efficiency, since a

newly arriving cell is rejected only if the buffer is saturated. However, in order to

keep track of cell positions and preserve proper cell sequencing, the push out scheme

implementation requires a much more complicated buffer management logic, which

may be undesirable for systems with large buffers. For instance, the egress buffer

memory in an egress adaptor of the CPS-100 switch described in Chapter 3 can

buffer up to 125,000 cells. The complexity to implement the push out scheme in such

a large buffer could be unacceptable; thus the partial buffer sharing scheme may be

a better choice if a large buffer space is desirable and the buffer efficiency is not a

critical consideration.

Recently much attention has been spent on the analysis and performance eval-

uation of the partial buffer sharing mechanism [69, 70, 72, 73, 74]. It has been shown

that the effectiveness of the priority discarding scheme can be very substantial, as

compared with the system without priority control. Most of the previous studies

consider only two priorities, in which a single threshold is set on the buffer utilization

to determine if an arriving cell with low cell-level priority (i.e., CLP bit set to 1)

should be discarded. One exception concerning an arbitrary number of priorities can

be found in [69]. In that study the problem of selecting an optimal set of nested
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thresholds was considered based on a simplified queueing model. In order to enforce

more dynamic control and to accommodate the user's varied loss requirements, it is

desirable that more loss priority classes can be supported by a shared buffer system.

For instance, at a switching node a shared buffer memory may be allocated to accom-

modate CBR and VBR traffic. The network provider may specify several grades of

service that offer different cell loss rates for a number of connection-level priorities to

support various CBR and VBR applications. In such a system, we need to determine

multiple thresholds on the buffer so that the cell loss requirements can be satisfied.

To prevent excessive cell delay occurring to real-time traffic at a switching

point with a large buffering space, at least two logical buffers should be allocated to

separate real-time traffic such as CBR and VBR from non-real-time traffic such as

ABR. The real-time traffic will require only a small buffer since the queue will always

be served in a higher priority. The PBS mechanism can be applied to the real-

time buffer to provide a strict control on cell loss requirements and queueing delay

introduced during cell buffering. The major portion of the buffering space could be

assigned to the non-real-time traffic for trading off cell loss for delay. The congestion

problem for this class of traffic can be controlled effectively by the feedback flow

control schemes, which will be investigated in the next chapter.

In this chapter an accurate queueing model to characterize the system is devel-

oped and methods to optimize the system performance are presented. This research

is motivated by the fact that in a heterogeneous environment, loss requirements

and traffic mixes can be very diverse and it is important to dimension the finite

buffer space properly to guarantee acceptable loss probabilities for different classes.

Moreover, simulating real buffer systems on computers to evaluate whether the loss

probabilities satisfy given loss constraints is generally computational feasible only

when the loss constraints are high (for instance > 10""'). Here an analytic method

to estimate loss probabilities of multiple loss classes is developed and the numerical
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optimization procedures to select the best threshold levels efficiently under different

system conditions are introduced.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, a complete

description of the problem is presented. A detailed queueing model analysis, along

with the numerical results, is addressed in Section 5.3. The system optimization

procedures to search for the best threshold levels under different system conditions

are introduced in Section 5.4. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.5.

5.2 Partial Buffer Sharing Scheme and Problem Statement

The research is concerned with a space priority queueing strategy for the finite

output buffer in ATM switching systems. The buffer implemented in the output of a

switch is used to temporarily store those cells which cannot be immediately sent out.

The instantaneous buffer access rate is designed to be much higher than the buffer

output rate to accommodate simultaneous arrivals from different inputs. To support

the diverse loss QOS requirements of ATM services, the buffer access is controlled

by a generalized PBS space priority queueing strategy. In the PBS a set of loss

thresholds is imposed on the buffer space available to different priority classes. Each

loss threshold B{ (i = 1,...N) is associated with a loss priority class i. A class i

arrival can be admitted to the system only if the current buffer state is less than its

designated threshold, otherwise the arriving cell will be discarded. If we assume that

priority N represents the highest priority class and priority 1 is the lowest priority

class, priority N cells will have access to the whole buffer and, therefore, B^ = B

and < B\ < B<i < < B^. Consequently, a finite buffer can be divided into N

portions: the first B\ buffer positions are accessible for all incoming cells, the next

B-i — B\ positions are accessible for class 2 or higher priority cells, and so on. The

term eligible group will be used to denote those classes which are eligible for a specific

portion of buffer space, for example, the eligible group of the first B\ buffer positions
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includes all classes (eligible group 1), the eligible group of the next B2 — B\ positions

consists of class 2 to class N (eligible group 2), etc. Figure 5.1 describes the PBS

mechanism. It is assumed that the service discipline of the buffer is first-come-first-

serve (FCFS). By adjusting the threshold values, different loss requirements under

various traffic load conditions can be fulfilled.

This approach leads to the problem of how to choose a set of optimal loss

thresholds under given constraints of load conditions and loss probabilities. Under

a fixed load condition, an increase in the loss threshold of a particular class can

decrease the loss probability of the class and also increase the loss probabilities of

higher priority classes. Moreover, as stated in [69], the constraints of loss probabilities

implicitly place an upper bound on the maximum load that can be supported by the

system. The problem of interest is to determine a set of optimal loss thresholds such

that the admissible load (p) to the system is maximized subject to the given traffic

conditions and loss constraints. That is, the optimization problem can be formulated
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as follows:

subject to

Maximize p{B\, B2 ,
•

, B^) (5-1)

r bu
PL{ — loss constraint of class i,

r, = ratio of class i traffic load to total traffic load.

It is seen that the set of optimal loss thresholds under a maximum admissible

load might not be unique, that is, there may exist more than one set of loss thresholds

which give different loss probabilities but which may still fulfill the loss constraints.

In those cases, the optimal thresholds will be taken to be those 5, which satisfy (5.1)

and the following condition: for each loss priority class, the B{ is the smallest number

that satisfies the loss constraint of the class. Thus the buffer space retained for class

TV* will be the largest and the loss probability of class N will be the lowest among all

possibilities.

To solve the problem we need to develop a queueing model to characterize the

system.

5.3 A Queueing Model of Partial Buffer Sharing Mechanism

Based on the slotted nature of fixed-length cell processing in ATM switches,

the queueing system can be modeled as a discrete time Markov chain with finite buffer

capacity B and N classes of arrivals. The Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS) scheme con-

trols access to the shared buffer according to the loss priority status of incoming cells.

A queueing model similar to the one stated by Lin and Silvester [70] is developed.

The queueing model presented in their work predicts accurately the loss probabilities

of a binary system with a given loss threshold and a multinomial traffic distribution.

However, unlike their model, the queueing model constructed here is intended to de-

scribe a multiple-threshold (N-class) system instead of a single-threshold (two-class)

system.
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Suppose the transmission time of an ATM cell is one timeslot and all arrivals

and departures occur at slot boundaries. It is assumed that incoming cells have to

wait at least one timeslot before being transmitted. Moreover, assume that cells

arrive at the system in a batch. The number of arrivals in a batch is random and

upper-bounded by L. The parameter L can represent the number of input ports or

the maximum number of cells that can be written into buffer within a timeslot. The

numbers of class i (i = 1, ...N) cells in the batch are described by a joint probability

mass function (pmf), ai,2,...^("i,«2 5
...raw) = probability of n\ class 1 cells, n2 class

2 cells, etc., in an arriving batch. It is assumed that the probability of a class i cell

appearing in a batch is p, (i.e., p, = /9r,) and is statistically independent of past

arrivals. Then the joint pmf ai,2,...jv(rai,n2, ...ra/v) can be written as a multinomial

pmf:

ai,2,.../v(ra 1 ,ra 2 ,...n;v) = n „ _ it__«. _ „_ - nN )
)

^^n 1 ,n 2 ,...,nN ,{L - m - ra 2
-

ter(&r-(sr
A £ L '"

L )

Li— n\ — ri2 — •••—n-N

Since only class 2 or higher priority cells (i.e., eligible group 2) can be accepted as

buffer state greater than B\, we need to calculate the marginal pmf

L

<*2,..jv(n2, ...njv) = XI a i,2,.../v(rai,ra 2 ,...«yv) (5.3)

71] =0

- (
L

)
\ n 2 ,...,nN ,(L - n 2 - ... - nN ) J

(?)
fpN\"N ( P-2 pN \ L ~ n2 ''

L ) V L L

and for the similar reason, the following marginal pmfs are also required:

L L

a3,.../v(ra3 ,.-.raw) = ^ ^ ai,2 ,...A/(ra 1 ,n 2 , ...nN )

n\ =0 7i2=0

- (
L

)
\ n3 ,...,nN ,(L - n3 - ... - nN ) I
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pa pn'
L— n3 — ... — n^i

OA/_i,Ar(njV-i,nW) = ,, n ,

y riN-i,nN,(L - nw-i - njv) /

/ pjv-i V"-' (Pn\ Hn A _ pjv-i _ Pjv\
L-n.N-1 -nfi

The pmfs of the aggregated batch size for different eligible groups are obtained

by:

'i(y) = Pmf °f the aggregated batch size for eligible group 1

= ^2 <*i l
2,..jv(ni,n2 1 ...njv)

all combinations subject to {0 < ni , n?, ...nfj < y, n\ + n2 + •• + «j« = y}

'2(2/) = pmf of the aggregated batch size for eligible group 2 (5.4)

= ^2 02,..JV(»»2, ...TIn)

all combinations subject to {0 < n2,...n^ < y,n? + ... + njv = y}

*jv(y) = Pmf °f the aggregated batch size for eligible group N = a^(y)

To characterize the system, we need to find the steady state buffer size pmf

vector q = [q(0),q(l), ...,q(B)] by solving the stationary equation:

q = qT (5.5)

where T is the state transition matrix. The element emn in matrix T specifies the

state transition probability of the system going from state 77? to state n. The equation

below shows an example of the state transition matrix T.
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B{-i < m < B{ and J5,_i < n < 5, depend only on the arrivals of eligible group i

and their probabilities are equal to £,(n + 1 — m).

For the transitions from state < m < B{
|
l= i to Bi |,=i< n < £?,+i or state

Bi-i < m < B{ to B{ < n < B,+i, the probabilities depend on the arrivals of eligible

group i and (i + 1) as well as the cell positions in the batch. Assuming every permu-

tation of the cell positions is with equal likelihood, the probabilities £,-,(,-+i)(j/i, j/(,-+i))

can be computed by considering the conditional probability that, given a number of

cells from eligible group i, there are exactly </(,+i) cells from eligible group (i + 1)

between position y, + 1 and the last position in the arriving batch [70]. In the next

step we multiply the conditional probability with the marginal pmf ai,...;v(ni, ...n^v).

The /,-,(,-+i)(j/i,j/(,-+i)) can be obtained by summing up all these probabilities of possi-

ble combinations of n,, n,+i, ...nyv- For example, the corresponding probabilities for

a four-class system (N = 4) are given by:

<12(2/l,J/2 )
= £ { E (

57
)

all combinations subject to {712 + 713 + TI4 =3/2} "i=!/i+S'2-("2+n 3+n 4)

/ ni + n2 + n3 + n 4 - j/i W y t
\

, \ 2/2 ) \ "2 + "3 + «4 -
J/2 ) ,

•01,2,3,4(11, "2, »3, n4)-
/ «i + n 2 + "3 + "4

y2+ S(3 i-lnj+nH)

<23(l/2,J/3) = 2j ^ 5Z a2,3,4("2, "3, "4)

all combinations subject to {713 + n< = 5/3} n 3 -y2+y3-(n i+n i )

( n 2 + n3 + n 4 - y2 \ ( y2

V 2/3 J \ "3 + "4 - 2/3

(n2 + n3 + n4 \

n2 y

} (5-8)

"3 + "4 - 2/3 \ / 2/3

<34(2/3,2/4) V { V] o
3i
4(n3,n 4 ) •

-J ^-\ '-] (5.9)
, / »3 + »4 ^

n3

Depending on the distance between thresholds, the state transition probabil-

ities from < m < B\ to n > B2 or state Z?,_i < m < £, to n > Z?1+1 might need
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to be solved. For instance, we need to figure out the probability of ^123(3/1, J/2, J/3)

given the first j/i cells from eligible group 1 and the following 3/2(2/2 — B2 — B\) cells

from eligible group 2 and j/3 cells afterwards from eligible group 3 in an arriving

batch if J/i + J/2 + J/3 < L. Unfortunately, it is generally too difficult to compute

these probabilities analytically and thus they are solved in a numerical way. The

means to compute those transition probabilities across more than one threshold are

similar to the way that has been done for computing £i,(»+i)(yi, yu+i\), except that

the conditional probability is now evaluated numerically. Finally, the probabilities in

any row of the state transition matrix need to be normalized so that the sum of all

elements in a row is equal to 1.

Once these state transition probabilities are determined, the equation q = qT

can be solved recursively to obtain the equilibrium state probabilities q(k). Specifi-

cally, this can be done by assuming an initial value for q(0) to solve for q(l), </(2), ..., q(B)

sequentially and later deducing q(0) from the condition Z^f=o?(^) = 1- This method

is chosen because of easy programming. The stationary equation can also be solved

by many other numerical solution techniques.

5.3.1 Calculation of Loss Probabilities

The state probabilities q(k) can be used to calculate steady state loss prob-

abilities for different priority classes. To formulate the loss probabilities, the re-

sults of a single-threshold system derived by Lin and Silvester [70] is adapted to a

multiple-threshold system. A more detailed explanation for the derivation of the loss

probabilities can be found in their paper.

Considering the probability for a tagged class i cell to be able to enter the

system, since it is assumed that the number of arrivals in a batch is upper-bounded

by L, the probability is always equal to 1 if the current buffer state k is less than or

equal to B, — L + 1 (if B
t
— L + \ > 0). On the other hand, if the buffer state k is

between £?, and B{ — L + 1 (i.e., £?, — L + 1 < k < /?,), the probability for a tagged
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class i cell to successfully enter the system is related to its position as well as the

positions of other class cells in the batch. To begin, let us compute the steady-state

probability that a tagged class 1 cell in an arriving batch will be lost. Assuming that

the occurrence of a tagged cell in each position of an batch are equally possible, the

loss probability of a tagged class 1 cell {<f>\) can be given by

<f>\
= 1 — (/>i(the probability that the tagged class 1 cell enter the system),

Ti = E 9(*){t-/fl,-I, + l>0}
*:=0

+ E «(*)
k=max{0,B i -L+2)

•P[the tagged class 1 cell arrives in one of the first (B\ — k + 1) positions of a batch
|
q = fc]

= E 9(*){*'/£i-Z + l>0}

+ E «(*)
A:=majr{0,B]-L+2}

n\ ai <2 ,...N{ni,n 2 ,...nN )

•I E
all combinations subject to {1 < "i + U2... + n/j < L,ni > 1}

Pi

(5.10)

where

fl if n, +n 2 + ... + ?i/v < Bx - k + 1

"lK^2'-^ fc)M = B.-H1 otherwise,
and

^^u n2 ,...nN,0) = I _^_ otherwise.
I. n\+n-2 + ...+nN

The analysis of the loss probability of a class 2 cell is more complicated than

the computation of class 1 loss probability because of threshold B\ limiting the en-

trance of class 1 cells. Depending on the buffer state, only cells in the eligible group

can be accepted to the system and thus the loss probabilities with different buffer

states need to be considered separately. Using the same assumption of an uniformly
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distributed position, the loss probability of a tagged class 2 cell {(f> 2 ) can be formulated

by

(f>2
= 1 — </>2(the probability that the tagged class 2 cell enter the system),

B2 -L+l

T2 = £ q(k){zfB2 -L + 1>0}
Jt=o

"t"02,o(''le probability that the tagged class 2 cell enter the system as max{£?2 — L + 2,B\ + \) < k < B2
)

"t" <?
>
2,/3( the probability that the tagged class 2 cell enter the system if moi(0, B2 — L + 2} < k < Bi ),

B2

4>2,a = £ 9(*0
k=max{B2-L+2,Bi+l)

•P[the tagged class 2 cell arrives in one of the first (Bo — k + 1) positions

of an eligible group 2 batch \q = k]

B2

£ 9(k)

k=max{B2 -L+2,Bi+l}

I y> "2 • «2,3,.../v(»2,»3,---»n)

all combinations subject to {1 < n? + ri3 ... + npj < L, n2 > 1

}

"

ft2,«(n2,»3,—nAr,fc)j

(5.11)

where

, 7N 1 if n 2 + n3 + ... + un < B-i - k + 1

ft2,a(n 2 ,n3 ,...n,v,fc) = i B H ,

otherwise,
V Ti2+ri3 + ...+nN '

and

Bi

/;=mar{0,B2 -/,+2}

V^ n 2 " «l,2,...A'(«l,"2,---"/v)
'

l ^
fe

all combinations subject to {l < ni + n2 ... + n/y < £, nj > 1

}

"

•ft2,/3("l,»2,"-«/V,k)]

(5.12)
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where

ft2,0(rci,«2,---«;v,fc)

1 if n, + n 2 + ... + nN < B2 - k + 1

„ .J
2 ", "*",„ and

. + £»l=jBk-*+?
JV H{n*,n u ...nN , k) otherwise,

H(n',ni,...nN ,k) =
»i + "2 + ••• + "jv

n« - 1 - (5i _ jb + l) W m + ... +njv - 1 - [n* - 1 - (Bi - k+ 1)]
min{n,-l,B2-Bi-l) I

;

, ^ V r yv °2 + ... + »Af - i -r

,

"1 +«2 + •• + nyv - 1

n? + ••• + nv — 1

The loss probability of a tagged class i (i > 2) cell can be derived in a way

nearly like the loss probability of a class 2 cell. The only difference is the function

H in the calculation of fa^ needs to be evaluated numerically in case of max{0, Bi —

L + 2} <k< Bi. 2 -

5.3.2 Numerical Results

In the previous section a queueing model is developed to compute the loss

probabilities of multiple priority classes under certain threshold levels. Using the

queueing model, some numerical examples showing the effectiveness of the Partial

Buffer Sharing scheme are presented. Let us consider the loss probabilities of a

four-class system (,/V = 4) and assume that the maximal arrivals in a batch is 10

(L = 10). Systems of greater priority class or larger bounds could be evaluated in a

similar manner.

Impact of loss thresholds. First the effect of varying the loss thresholds is

studied for a system of buffer capacity B = GO and traffic load p = 0.9 with the

distance between threshold levels fixed at AB = 2. Figure 5.2 shows the loss proba-

bilities of four priority classes as a function of threshold levels. Three different traffic

mixes are considered: Figure 5.2(a) illustrates the loss probabilities of a balanced
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traffic mix (?*i = r2 = r3 = r4 — 0.25) and Figure 5.2(b) and Figure 5.2(c) show the

results of two extreme situations, class 1 dominated (r t
= 0.7, r2 = r3 = r4 = 0.1)

and class 4 dominated (r^ = r2 = r3 = 0.1, r4 = 0.7), respectively. Due to the limi-

tation of the computing precision in our machine, the loss probabilities below 10
-15

are offset by round-off errors and cannot be computed correctly. For those cases, a

small number 10
-16

will be substituted for them. It is noted that using a logarithmic

scale, the loss probabilities display a linear-like variation as the threshold levels are

increased, which is similar to the results of the binary priority system [70, 72, 73]. As

the vthreshold levels increased linearly, the accessible buffer space for the associated

priority class is expanded, thus reducing the loss probabilities. On the other hand,

the increment of the threshold levels changes the state equilibrium probabilities. The

buffer has a higher occupancy due to the increment, thus increasing the loss proba-

bility of the highest class. The curves giving the loss probabilities of the lower three

priority classes remain parallel as the thresholds vary. Moreover, it is observed that

the differences between the loss probabilities of the priority classes depend strongly

on the traffic mixture.

Impact of traffic load. Next, the influence of different traffic loads under a

balanced traffic mix is evaluated. The resulting loss probabilities are presented in

Figure 5.3 with traffic loads of p = 0.8 and p — 0.99. It is seen that the variation of

traffic load will effect the slopes of the curves giving the loss probabilities. With a

set of fixed threshold levels, the increase of system load will rise the loss probabilities

of all priority classes. In addition, it is observed that the loss probability of the most

significant class can be improved substantially by sacrificing a moderate degree of

the loss probabilities of lower priority classes.
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Impact of buffer capacity. The variation of the loss probabilities as a func-

tion of buffer capacity is evaluated. Figure 5.4 shows the probabilities against var-

ious buffer capacities with a fixed traffic load p — 0.9 and different traffic mixes.

The threshold levels are stabilized at a determined ratio of total buffer capacity

(Bi = 0.7B,B2 = 0.8B,B3 = 0.9B). All the loss probabilities decrease as the buffer

capacity is expanded. Each curve of the loss priority classes varies with a different

slope since the increments of the threshold levels are now proportional to the associ-

ated ratio, instead of a fixed distance. It is noticed that the variation of traffic mix

has a substantial impact on the loss probabilities of the higher priority classes.

5.4 Optimization of Loss Thresholds

We now proceed to the problem of searching for a set of optimal loss thresh-

olds within a finite buffer. The objective is to maximize the system admissible load

without violating the given constraints of loss probabilities and traffic conditions.

As mentioned earlier, under a fixed load condition, an increase in the loss threshold

of a particular class can decrease its corresponding loss probability because the ac-

cessible buffer space for this class is increased. Simultaneously, the increase of the

loss threshold will increase the loss probabilities of higher priority classes because the

state equilibrium probabilities are changed. In other words, given a set of loss thresh-

olds that satisfies the loss constraints, an increase in the loss threshold of a particular

class will drive the loss probability away from the loss constraint of this class, while

making the loss probabilities of higher priority classes move closer (or even exceed)

to their loss constraints. Thus if there is any priority class for which loss probability

violates its loss constraint, we can try to increase the corresponding loss threshold to

reduce the loss probability (at the expense of increasing the loss probabilities of other

classes). On the other hand, considering the effect of increasing system load under a

set of fixed loss thresholds, the increase will raise the loss probabilities of all classes
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Figure 5.2: The Loss Probabilities as a Function of Threshold Levels with B=60 and

p = 0.9 (a) Balanced Traffic Mix (b) Class 4 dominated (c) Class 1 dominated
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Figure 5.4: The Loss Probabilities as a Function of Buffer Capacity with Bx
=

0.7B,B2 = 0.8B,B3 = 0.9B and p = 0.9 (a) Balanced Traffic Mix (b) Class 4
dominated (c) Class 1 dominated
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Because of the discrete nature in this problem, it is very difficult to prove

by a rigorous mathematic means that the optimization procedures will always find

a global optimum. In numerical optimization techniques, two standard heuristics

that are frequently utilized to enhance the reliability of results are: (1) perturb the

extremum by taking a finite amplitude step away from it and then see if the procedure

leads to other better points or the same one, and (2) find local extrema starting from

widely ranged initial base points and then pick the most extreme of these [71]. By

making use of the heuristics as well as the exhaustive search method to run many

tests on the results, we believe that employing the searching procedure and the Hooke

and Jeeves method can always converge the system admissible load to an optimal

point.

First the searching procedure is explained briefly. The searching procedure

is initialized at a conservative base point with all the loss thresholds set to their
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minimum values and p beginning at a small number. The loss probabilities at the

base point are then evaluated to see if there is any priority class violating its loss

constraint. If not, the base point is saved as a qualified base point and the p is

increased by a prescribed step size to explore if higher p is possible. This procedure

is repeated until some loss constraint is violated. At this point, we begin to search

for a set of loss thresholds that satisfies the loss constraints under the current p. The

corresponding loss threshold is increased by 1 each time to see if the reduced loss

probability, as well as the loss probabilities of other classes, fulfill the requirements.

If the exploration succeeds, the current p and loss thresholds become new base point

and we try to increase p again. If it fails, then the previous base point is the highest

p that can be achieved. Specifically, the searching procedure is terminated whenever

the loss thresholds have reached their maximum values or the loss constraint of the

highest class has been violated. The searching procedure, directing its moves based

on the knowledge of the effects of changing system variables, has climbing property

and can explore the searching space in a very efficient way to find the maximal system

admissible load. The logic diagram for this searching procedure is presented in Figure

5.5.

The outcome of the above procedure is substituted into an optimization algo-

rithm, the Hooke and Jeeves pattern search method, for verification and fine adjust-

ment. The Hooke and Jeeves optimization algorithm is a direct search method that

does not require the use of derivatives. The algorithm has ridge following properties

and is based on the premise that any set of design moves that have been successful

during early experiments is likely again to prove successful. The algorithm begins

with an initial base point in the feasible design space and prescribed exploration

step sizes. An exploration is then performed at a given increment along each of the

independent-variable directions following the logic shown in Figure 5.6. In this case,

the initial base point of the Hooke and Jeeves method is set to the final base point of
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the searching procedure shown in Figure 5.5. For the sake of saving computing time,

the step size in the searching procedure is chosen to be larger than the exploration

step size in the Hooke and Jeeves algorithm (e.g., step size = 0.01 and exploration

step size = 0.001) so that the outcomes can also be fine adjusted by the Hooke and

Jeeves method. In addition, the Hooke and Jeeves algorithm can be evoked to adjust

the system variables for an optimal system performance whenever the traffic con-

ditions are changed. The previous base point can be used as an initial point with

the selection of an appropriate exploration step size to search for the new optimal

threshold arrangement in the dynamic environment.

The computational demand of the optimization process fluctuates from case to

case. It is mainly dominated by the cost of evaluating loss probabilities under given

loss thresholds and the size of the searching space. Since part of the state transition

probabilities of the queueing model might need to be solved in a numerical way,

the computation of loss probabilities can be demanding if the distance between loss

thresholds is small. Fortunately, by employing the searching procedure, we are able

to explore the searching space efficiently without making an exhaustive search over

all of the possibilities. It has been shown that the search efficiency can be improved

considerably for large TV and buffer capacity, as compared to the exhaustive search

method [69].

5.4.1 Numerical Examples: A Three-Class System

To demonstrate the effect of varying threshold levels, the system admissible

load of a three-class system for all possible combinations of the threshold levels is

computed. By simulating the three-class (two-threshold) system, we are able to

display the results in a 3-D visualization. The buffer capacity is assumed to be 60

and < B\ < J52 < B. It is assumed that the loss constraints of the three classes are

PL\ = 10" 2 ,PL2 = 10~8 and PL3 = 10
-14

, respectively, and a balanced traffic mix

is simulated (r\ = r-i = r3 = 1/3). The maximum system admissible load for fixed
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Table 5.1: The Optimal Loss Thresholds of a Three-class System with Balanced

Traffic Mix {PL X
= 1(T 2

, PL2 = 10~8
, PL3 = 10~ 14

)

B
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Table 5.2: The Threshold levels and System Admissible loads with and without

optimization (PL t
= 10~6

, PL 2 = 1Q~ 10
, PL3 = lO

-14
)
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Table 5.3: The Optimal Loss Thresholds with Different Traffic Conditions (a) Bal-

anced Traffic Mix (b) Class 4 dominated (c) Class 1 dominated {PL\ = 10
-2 ,fL2 =

10-6
, PL3 = IO- 10

, PL4 = 10" 14
)
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Table 5.4: The Optimal Loss Thresholds with Different Traffic Conditions (a) Bal-

anced Traffic Mix (b) Class 4 dominated (c) Class 1 dominated {PL\ — \0~ 4 ,PL 2
=

10-6,PL3 = lO~ 10
, PL4 = 10- 14

)
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Table 5.6: The Optimal Loss Thresholds with Different Traffic Conditions (a) Bal-

anced Traffic Mix (b) Class 4 dominated (c) Class 1 dominated {PL\ — 10
-8

, PL 2 =
10" °,PL 3
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dominating has the poorest system performance. It is noticed that the system ad-

missible load is sensitive to the variation of traffic mixture, when buffer capacity is

small and loss constraints are widely spread. We show that, with dimensioning the

buffer capacity to a moderate size and imposing proper threshold levels, the system

performance can always be improved to a reasonable level. The results provide a

close insight into the PBS scheme to manage effectively the finite buffer system at

ATM switching nodes.



CHAPTER 6

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ATM FLOW CONTROL MECHANISMS

6.1 Congestion Control Mechanisms for Best- Effort Service

The issue of traffic management for the best-effort (or Available Bit Rate)

service in ATM networks has raised lots of attention recently [56, 57, 58, 68]. The

service class is designed to support the existing data networking applications, which

are likely to be dominant at the initial phase of ATM networks. As mentioned

in Chapter 4, this class of applications typically has unpredictable characteristics.

In general, as a data application requests a communication channel via the host's

operating system, neither the user nor the host's operating system is capable of

predicting how the application will be used during the connection's lifetime. It is

thus difficult to require these applications to specify their bandwidth requirements in

advance of transmission so that the data transfer can be managed by strict admission

control. As a consequence, the network is not able to provide any guarantee on the

allocated network resource, as well as QOS for the applications.

The provision of ABR service in ATM networks is attractive for the following

reasons. With the conservative resource allocation policy of the connection admission

control to provide QOS guarantees for critical traffic, the ABR applications can

improve network resource utilization by allowing multiple ABR connections to share

dynamically the unused network bandwidth left over by the guaranteed traffic. In

addition, the users need not declare bandwidth parameters other than the peak cell

rate at the connection setup. The ABR applications are allowed to access to the

maximum network bandwidth as long as it is available.

102
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It is well recognized that additional flow control mechanisms must be applied

to the ABR applications since there is no bandwidth control at traffic entry. Con-

gestion may occur at critical network resources and induce an unacceptable network

performance, if no adequate resource control is provided. It is the responsibility of a

switching node to ensure that the QOS of the guaranteed traffic will not be adversely

affected by the ABR traffic under overload condition. The most direct approach to

solve this problem is to allocate a minimum cell buffering space for the guaranteed

traffic and make the link scheduling server always service the guaranteed traffic with

a higher priority than the ABR traffic. Although this policy provides resource pro-

tection for the guaranteed traffic, it cannot prevent or reduce cell loss of the ABR

traffic. Many data applications are relatively endurable for delay but sensitive to cell

loss. If a single cell of a packet is lost, the traffic source will have to retransmit the

entire packet to recover from the information loss. The unnecessary retransmission

of other successfully transmitted cells of the packet may cause sustained congestion

and resource inefficiency.

A major portion of the existing data networking traffic, including the ex-

ponentially growing Internet traffic, is carried by using the Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP). TCP is a transport layer protocol which provides users with reliable

connection-oriented services across an unreliable network. TCP is heavily used in

combination with Internet Protocol (IP), which supports the interconnection of net-

works by using a datagram service. Since TCP connections are expected to be one of

the major applications of ABR service, the performance of sending TCP traffic over

ATM networks needs to be considered carefully.

To carry TCP/IP traffic across ATM networks, the IP datagrams have to be

fragmented, or cellified, into small fixed-size cells. It has been shown that due to the

fragmentation process, the effective throughput (or goodput) of a TCP connection

can be significantly reduced as compared with the packet (non-cellified) TCP during
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network congestion [77]. The main reason for the low goodput of the cellified TCP is

that when traffic bursts arrive at the switch, cells belonging to different packets are

interleaved. Thus when the ATM switch buffer is overflowed and begins to discard

the arriving cells, each discarded cell is likely to belong to a different packet. Those

packets corrupted by cell loss will be retransmitted by the traffic sources after a

timeout. However, all the other cells from such packets, which will be eventually

discarded at the destinations, could still be transmitted over the network. Therefore

a considerable amount of link bandwidth can be wasted sending the useless cells.

While in the packet TCP, the phenomenon doesn't occur since the entire packet will

be dropped as the buffer is full.

Another reason that contributes to the poor performance for sending TCP

over ATM is the synchronization behavior of the TCP congestion control algorithm

between different connections, which has been studied for packet TCP in [78, 79, 80].

TCP uses an adaptive window mechanism to control the traffic amount sent by the

traffic source in response to network conditions. When a packet loss is detected by

an expiration of a retransmission timer, the adaptive window size is reduced to one

maximum size packet (i.e., maximum transfer unit or MTU) and will be incremented

upon receiving positive acknowledgments of packets transmitted subsequently. The

fragmentation process in ATM aggravates the possibility of cell dropping from many

connections during congestion. As a consequence, those connections are forced to

reduce their window to one in the same period and begin to transmit their packets

in a synchronized pattern. The traffic synchronization decreases the link utilization

since the small window size, which controls the traffic amount that can be transmit-

ted during one round trip time, makes the traffic sources idle simultaneously for a

significant time. Moreover, in the worst case, the large burstiness of the synchronized

traffic induces another major cell loss, when a buffer doesn't have enough space to
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accommodate the traffic and then the same packets are retransmitted repeatedly,

driving the connections to a shutoff status.

One effective way to solve the high retransmission rate of TCP traffic over

ATM is to use a feedback flow control mechanism that can force traffic sources to

slow down when the network is congested. Under optimal circumstance, each vir-

tual connection transmits with its fair share of the available bandwidth or with the

maximum bandwidth if there is no other connection transmitting. Two classes of

feedback control mechanisms have been proposed for this purpose: credit-based and

rate-based. The credit-based mechanism (see Figure 6.1), which is performed on a

link-by-link per-virtual-connection basis, is similar to the sliding window flow control

scheme in existing data networks. The traffic amount that can be transmitted over

a link is controlled by a credit count at the sending end of the link, where each unit

of credit represents one empty cell buffer at the receiving end that is allocated to the

connection. While with the rate-based control mechanism (see Figure 6.2), the traf-

fic control is performed on a end-to-end per-virtual-connection basis. The congested

node generates feedback signals (e.g., BECN cells) to regulate the rate at which each

source emits cells into the network on every connection.

It has been shown that the credit-based approach offers excellent bandwidth

utilization with zero cell loss in a high-loaded network [68, 81]. As congestion is

encountered on a path, the buffer of the virtual connection at the congested node is

filled up gradually due to the imbalance between input and output. This will force

the transmission process of its upstream node to slow down and finally create an

effect of link-by-link backpressure propagating back to the traffic source. Thus the

traffic emission at the source can be throttled and the excessive traffic can be blocked

at the edge of the network. With the control schemes, the network bandwidth can be

fully utilized by sharing equally between competing users and packet retransmission

can be prevented.
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Figure 6.1: The link-by-link credit-based flow control mechanism
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However, the implementation of the credit-based control scheme is costly. It

requires per-virtual-connection buffering and a counting process on each switch port.

In addition, a scheduling server that can schedule cells for transmission on a per VC

basis is needed. For a large ATM switch that supports thousands of connections,

the complexity of implementation and computational burden are substantial. The

credit-based approach also requires some fraction of the link bandwidth on the reverse

direction of the connection to be reserved for the transport of credit cells. The buffer

requirement of each connection is proportional to the targeted average bandwidth

and round-trip link delay time.

Because of the significant complexity on switch hardware required by the

credit-based approach, the network providers of public networks are likely to support

a rate-based approach [57]. Unlike credit-based schemes, rate-based flow control

doesn't require per-virtual-connection buffering and counting and it only reacts when

the buffer occupancy exceeds a threshold. The rate-based approach thus imposes

very moderate requirements on the switch hardware. On the other hand, rate-based

schemes may not attain optimal link utilization and, as traffic is extremely bursty,

it is possible for cell loss to occur. In addition, when the round-trip delay between

the traffic source and the congested node is larger, the rate-based approach suffers a

slower adjustment speed on the bandwidth of each connection since it takes a longer

time for an explicit congestion indicator to travel back to the source.

Although rate-based control schemes have been described in some recent works

[57, 82, 83], it is still not clear how the system parameters should be fine tuned

to give better network performance. Moreover, the issues of connection transient

behavior, fairness of resource sharing, and whether the scheme can adapt well to

more complex network configurations haven't been investigated yet. This chapter

gives a detailed analysis of a rate-based control scheme proposed in [83] and conducts

a comparative study of the performance improvement for sending TCP over ATM
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by applying the credit-based and rate-based flow control schemes. It has been shown

that with well-tuned system parameters, the control schemes can prevent network

throughput being severely affected by packet retransmissions and provide substantial

performance improvement. In addition, a modified rate-based approach that can

provide better network performance has been suggested and demonstrated.

6.2 The TCP Adaptive Window Algorithm

In this section a brief overview of the main features of the TCP adaptive win-

dow algorithm is presented to offer a better understanding of the behavior of TCP

traffic. TCP provides users with reliable data transport by using positive acknowledg-

ment in conjunction with retransmission. The TCP protocol defines a sliding window

(denoted by wnd here) used by the senders to control traffic flows into network. The

window size is adjusted dynamically in response to network condition and can never

be increased to a larger size than the receiver advertised window, which reflects the

buffering space at the receivers.

Whenever a packet loss is detected, a control threshold (denoted by ssthresh)

is set to half of the current window and the window size is adjusted to one MTU.

The window will be increased every time a positive acknowledgment of the packet

transmitted subsequently is received. The window recovery has two phases: the slow

start and congestion avoidance phases. As the window size is below the ssthresh (or

in the slow start phase), the window increment is multiplicative, that is, the window

size is doubled after an entire window's worth of packets have been acknowledged.

Once the window size reaches the ssthresh, the window recovery process slows down

and the congestion avoidance phase begins. The window is expanded by a small

increment each time a packet is acknowledged, by which the window size will be

increased by one MTU after a full window's worth of packets have been transmitted

successfully.
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The packet loss in TCP is detected by either the expiration of a sender's

retransmission timer or the receipt of duplicate acknowledgments. The interval of

the retransmission timeout (denoted by RTO) is chosen by taking into account an

estimation of the average round trip time (RTT). TCP updates the estimated average

RTT each time it obtains a new measurement to reflect the transient traffic condition

in the network. The RTO is set equal to /3 x RTT (0 equal to 2 in this study).

The following procedure [78] summarizes the TCP adaptive window algorithm

described above.

• When a packet loss is detected, the sender does

ssthresh - MAX[wnd/2, 2];

wnd = 1;

• When a new packet is acknowledged, the sender does

if (wnd < ssthresh)

wnd += 1;

else

wnd += 1 / [ wnd J;

A simulation model of traffic sources running with the TCP adaptive window

algorithm has been developed. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that all

window sizes are measured in units of MTU and a TCP session will always transmit

the maximum size packets. Figure 6.3 shows the traces of the packet sequence number

sent by a TCP connection and the corresponding window size. The maximum window

size is assumed to be 8.

Consider a network configuration consisting of a single bottleneck link inter-

connecting two switches, as shown in Figure 6.4. Eight TCP connections are sending

data traffic concurrently in the same direction through the ATM network. Assume

that each connection uses a maximum window size of 8 (= 64 Kbytes) with a con-

stant packet size of 8 Kbytes (i.e., 167 cells are transmitted for a single packet). All

connections are with the same scheduling priority, thus the traffic being served in

the switches is on a first-in-first-out basis. A positive acknowledgment for a packet
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will be sent back to the sender after the receiver gets all the cells belonging to the

packet in correct order. The round trip time (RTT) is composed of the round-trip

propagation delay on the path, the round-trip network queueing delay and a process-

ing delay of 100ms at the receiver. To simplify the simulated situation, the RTT is

calculated by directly reading the measured average network queueing delay, so that

premature retransmission due to an incorrect estimation of the RTT can be avoided.

It is assumed that all packet losses are detected by the RTO timeout.

Suppose these TCP connections are initialized at some random time and, after

an initial phase, all the connections have reached its maximum window size. The

worst case that could happen is that within a short period all the connections decide

to transmit long files to the receivers. Each traffic source tries to grab the whole

link bandwidth when it transmits. The large burstiness of the incoming traffic causes

congestion on the outgoing trunk port of switch 1 and make cell losses occur. Figure
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6.5 presents the simulation results of the case. The traces of the packet sequence

number of each connection are shown. In this simulation, all the link speeds are set

to T3 (45 Mbps) and the round-trip propagation delay is assumed to be 200 cell times

(about 1.88 msec). The egress buffer size at the trunk port is 500 cells. Five seconds

of network time is simulated.

With a small amount of random delay at the beginning, each connection starts

to transmit a full window of packets. As shown in Figure 6.5, most of the packets

are corrupted by cell losses and these connections begin to retransmit packets. Since

all the connections have the same scheduling priority, they will measure similar RTO

intervals, which makes their retransmission process synchronize and results in a very

high retransmission rate. It is observed that traffic synchronization phenomenon

causes connections #1, #2, #4, #6, #7 and #8 retransmitting the same packet

repeatedly and wastes a considerable amount of network resources. Note that the

transmission could be very unfair. While some connections are waiting for the RTO

timer to expire, some connections (e.g., connection #3 and #5 in this simulation)

may luckily grab the available bandwidth and receive a high throughput. Figure

6.6 depicts the running connection goodputs that measure at the receivers. The

connection goodput is updated whenever a receiver has obtained a good packet. It

is seen that connection #3 and #5 achieve a connection goodput of 0.11 at the end

of the simulation while the other connections are completely shut off.

6.3 Credit-Based Link-bv-Link Flow Control: The N23 Scheme

The N23 scheme proposed in [68] is a method to implement credit-based link-

by-link flow control. This scheme is performed independently on every virtual connec-

tion going through a particular link. An introduction of the N23 scheme is presented

as follows. Further details of this control scheme can be found in [68]. At the be-

ginning of transmission, the sender of the link is initialized with a credit balance of
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the available cell buffer for a connection at the receiver. The credit balance is decre-

mented by one each time a cell of the connection is forwarded to the receiver. As the

credit balance of the connection reaches zero, the sender has to stop sending cells. A

credit cell with the updated information of the available cell buffer is returned to the

sender every time the receiver has removed a certain number (= N2) of cells from

the VC buffer. The sender updates its credit balance for the connection as it receives

credit cells.

The available cell buffer of a connection at the receiver is divided into two

zones, each having N2 and N3 cells respectively. The parameter N2 determines how

frequently a credit cell should be returned to the sender. Current proposals suggest a

N2 value of 10, which means 1/10 of the connection bandwidth in the reverse direction

has to be used for transmitting credit cells. However, the bandwidth overhead for

credit cells can be reduced by a factor of 6 if the credit information of different

connections can be packed in a single credit cell. The size of the N3 zone is determined

by the connection's bandwidth requirement and should be proportional to the round

trip link delay (denoted by RTTunk) and the targeted average link bandwidth of the

connection (denoted by Bvc ), that is, A^3 = Bvc 7?TT/m ^-.

The N23 scheme can be implemented by the following procedures.

• Initiation:

credit-balance = N2 -f N3;

V^ (cell count at the sender) = 0;

VT (cell count at the receiver) = 0;

• Receiver side procedure:

— When the receiver sends a cell of the connection to its outgoing link,

Vr += 1;

— For every N2 cells that have been sent, send a credit cell back to the sender

with value Vr .
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• Sender side procedure:

— When the sender sends a cell of the connection to the receiver (if credit .balance

0),

V, += 1;

credit -balance -= 1;

— When a credit cell is received,

credit.balance = N2 + N3 - (V, - Vr )\

Since the sender is eligible to forward cells to the receiver only if it has credits,

the cell buffer at the receiver will never be overflowed by the incoming traffic and

thus zero cell loss can be guaranteed. The N23 flow control scheme is simulated on

the single-congested-link network configuration shown in Figure 6.4, with the same

network parameters used in Section 6.2. To examine the impact of propagation delay,

it is assumed that the network propagation delay is dominated by the propagation

time from the traffic sources to the congested point (i.e., the outgoing trunk port at

the first switch). The egress buffer at the trunk port is allocated equally to each TCP

connection and N2 is set to 10. The VC buffer of each TCP connection at the trunk

port is served in a round robin fashion.

Figure 6.7 shows the steady-state credit variability at one of the TCP traffic

sources. Note that in this simulation, the cell transmission is limited not only by

the availability of credits but also the TCP adaptive window size. In general, the

maximum window size of a TCP connection has to be proportional to the product

of the targeted link bandwidth and the end-to-end RTT to achieve the targeted

throughput. The sum of the TCP window sizes (= 64 Kbytes x 8 connections) in

the simulation is slightly less than the product of the full link bandwidth and the

end-to-end RTT l
. Thus the credit balance is accumulated while the TCP connection

'The largest window size that can be used for a TCP connection is C5 Kbytes according to the

previous TCP protocol. The later extensions have included a new TCP option to allow a larger

window size [84].
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is waiting for a packet acknowledgment to return. Once an acknowledgment has been

received, the traffic source begins to transmit the next packet and consumes all its

credits as soon as they are available.

Figure 6.8 depicts the running goodputs of each TCP connection. It is seen

that in the steady state the connections equally share the maximum achievable band-

width, which is slightly lower than the full link bandwidth due to the limit of the

TCP window. There is no cell loss or TCP packet retransmission for any of the

connections.

6.4 Rate-Based Flow Control: The BECN Scheme

The backward explicit congestion notification (BECN) mechanism proposed

in [83] is a rate-based control scheme that uses feedback signals to adjust the cell

transmission rate of each virtual connection. In the BECN scheme, the buffer uti-

lization at network multiplexing nodes is monitored. When the buffer usage exceeds

a threshold, further incoming cells from an active connection will trigger BECN cells

to be transmitted from the congested node back to the active source. Upon receipt

of a BECN cell, the source will reduce its current transmission rate by 50%. Thus if

successive BECN cells have been received, the traffic source will reduce its transmis-

sion rate to 50%, 25%, 12.5%, etc., until a pre-defined lowest level of transmission

rate. When the lowest transmission rate has been reached, the receipt of a further

BECN cell will force the source to stop transmitting. The transmission rate will be

recovered to its original value in a reversed way, specifically, by doubling the current

transmission rate if no BECN cell is received during a predetermined source recovery

period. To make certain of fairness between all sources, the source recovery period

is chosen to be proportional to the current level of transmission rate. Thus when a

traffic source is at a lower transmission rate, it will have a shorter recovery period.
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To reduce the transmission of excessive BECN cells, various filtering schemes

have been proposed [83]. A per virtual channel filtering scheme, which is expected to

produce the optimal system performance, is suggested. With this filtering scheme, as

a buffer is congested, the switching node will transmit at most one single BECN cell

back to an active source during each filtering time period. The filtering time period

is set to be the same order of magnitude as the maximum propagation delay between

the switching node and the traffic sources.

The BECN scheme is implemented by the following procedure:

• Initiation:

set throttlingJev els,

buffer_utilizationJhreshold,

minimumjrecoverydime.constant.

source-recovery .period = minimum jrecoverydime .constant x 2"iro"',nsJet,e ' s
;

• Switching node procedure: when the buffer utilization exceeds the threshold,

send a BECN cell back to the cell source upon the receipt of an incoming cell, if

no BECN cell has been transmitted to the cell source during the filtering time

period.

• Traffic source procedure:

- When a BECN cell is received,

source-transmission .rate = sourceJransmission-rate x 0.5;

source-recovery .period = source-recovery .period x 0.5;

- If no BECN cell is received during the current source recovery period and

the transmission rate level is less than 100%,

sourceJransmissionjrate = sourceJransmission-rate x 2;

sourcejrecovery.period — sourcejrecovery -period x 2;

With the control scheme, the active traffic sources will be forced to center

at a transmission rate which is about its fair share of the available bandwidth in

the steady state. Figure 6.9 depicts the peak cell rate variation of a traffic source
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by simulating the BECN scheme on the single-congested-link network configuration,

shown in Figure 6.4. It is seen that the source transmission rate fluctuates around a

level of its fair sharing link bandwidth (i.e., 12.5% in this case).

As described in the above procedure, there are a number of system parameters

that have to be set by the network for each connection. The effects of the different

system parameters on the network performance are investigated in this section. The

simulation is conducted on the single-congested-link network configuration shown

in Figure 6.4, with the same network parameters described in Section 6.2, unless

specified otherwise. For all the simulations, the number of the nonzero transmission

rate levels for the traffic sources is assumed to be 8, including the 100%. Therefore,

the minimum nonzero rate level is 1/128 (= 0.78%).

6.4.1 The Effect of Buffer Threshold

The effect of the egress buffer threshold at the congested node is studied. The

system packet retransmission rate and aggregated goodput are analyzed with various

buffer thresholds (see Figure 6.10). Two different egress buffer sizes, 500 cells and

2000 cells, at the outgoing trunk port are simulated. The recovery time constant at

the lowest transmission level and the BECN filtering period are set to 700 cell times

(= 7 x the one-way propagation delay).

It is observed that the system performance is sensitive to the threshold for a

small egress buffer size. As the buffer threshold is increased, the traffic sources are al-

lowed to transmit traffic in a more aggressive manner and thus the system throughput

as well as the buffer utilization is likely to increase. In addition, a higher threshold

results in a lower transmission rate of BECN cells. The link bandwidth consumed by

the transmission of BECN cells is decreased from 10
-4

to 10
-5

in the simulation as

the threshold is increased. However, a higher threshold also increases the probability
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of cell loss. As the threshold gets closer to the full buffer size, the packet retransmis-

sion rate becomes higher, inducing a lower system goodput. In general, a threshold

around 50% of the buffer size will give a better network performance.

6.4.2 The Effect of Source Recovery Period

The minimum recovery time constant also has some effect on the system per-

formance. With a buffer threshold of 50% and a one-way propagation delay of 100

cell times, different source recovery time constants are simulated on the same network

configuration. The simulation result is presented in Figure 6.11. It is seen that for

a large egress buffer, the variation of the recovery time constant doesn't show any

significant impact on the system packet retransmission rate and aggregated goodput.

On the other hand, for a small buffer, a lower recovery time constant will cause a

higher packet retransmission rate. That is because when the traffic sources recover

its transmission rate level more aggressively, the probability of cell loss increases at

a much higher rate for a small buffer.

6.4.3 The Effects of Buffer Size and Propagation Delay

The buffer size at the trunk port and the propagation delay between the con-

gested node and the traffic sources have significant impact on the system performance.

A network model with various buffer sizes and propagation delays are simulated and

the results are presented in Figure 6.12. For all the following simulations, the mini-

mum recovery time constant and the BECN filtering period are set to 7 x the one-way

propagation delay and the buffer threshold is set to 50%.

As the propagation delay between the congested node and the traffic sources

increases, the time for the BECN scheme to take effect also increases. If the round trip

delay time is about the same or larger than the time for a traffic source to transmit

an entire window of packets at its peak rate, the probability of a vast packet loss in

the window will be high and as a consequence, the entire window might have to be
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retransmitted. Figure 6.13 shows the traces of the packet sequence numbers of the

TCP connections with a buffer size of 500 cells and a round trip propagation delay

of 200 cell times. It is seen that due to the slow feedback of BECN cells, all the

connections have to retransmit the packets in the first TCP window.

The packet retransmission rate and system goodput can be improved by using

a larger buffer. A larger buffer size not only reduces the packet retransmission rate but

also increases the speed for the system to reach a steady state. It is observed from the

simulation that the BECN scheme has the effect to randomize packet transmissions of

multiple TCP connections. As packets of different TCP connections are transmitted

in a more randomized time frame, the traffic burstiness decreases and the buffer

occupancy varies modestly. In consequence, each traffic source is able to recover

gradually to its peak cell rate. In the steady state, the bandwidth utilization of

each connection is actually limited by the TCP flow window size instead of source

transmission rate. This explains why the system throughput can still be improved

by a larger buffer size after zero packet retransmission rate has been reached.

The packet loss in the first window can be avoided by implementing a conser-

vative slow-start procedure with the BECN scheme. Specifically, instead of allowing

traffic sources to transmit at its peak rate from the beginning, the source transmission

rate is forced to start with the lowest rate level and then recover to the maximum

rate gradually. The same recovery procedure as in the BECN scheme is employed.

With the slow-start, the traffic source increases its transmission rate conservatively

to reduce the probability of potential congestion.

Figure 6.14 shows the simulation results of the slow-start BECN scheme. It

is seen that the packet retransmission rate and system goodput are significantly

improved for a limited buffer size. With a buffer size as small as 500 cells, zero cell

loss and packet retransmission rate can be achieved regardless of the propagation

delay. Note that the system goodput with a larger propagation delay is basically
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limited by the TCP flow window size. The system goodput can be increased if larger

TCP windows are employed. However, larger windows put higher demands on the

network and thus increase the probability of potential network congestion.

6.5 Network Performance Comparison and Discussion

In this section, the network performance improvement with various flow con-

trol schemes is analyzed. The control schemes are simulated on two different network

configurations and the connection goodputs are studied.

6.5.1 Simulation Scenario A

With the single-congested-link network configuration depicted in Figure 6.4

and the same network parameters that were specified in Section 6.2, the connection

goodput of a TCP traffic source with different flow control schemes are compared,

as shown in Figure 6.15. It is seen that the credit-based control provides the best

network performance improvement among all the control schemes as expected. The

connection goodput reaches a steady state after a short delay at the beginning. The

connection goodput with the BECN scheme suffers a slow ramp up before achieving

its steady state, mostly due to the slow-start TCP window control algorithm evoked

upon packet loss. The slow-start BECN scheme improves the speed for the connection

goodput to reach a steady state, which is about 0.025 of bandwidth less than with the

credit-based scheme. The connection goodput can be improved further by making

use of a larger buffer (e.g., 2000 cells). With a larger buffer, the slow-start BECN

scheme is able to achieve the same steady-state goodput as with the credit-based

scheme, after some delay at the beginning.
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6.5.2 Simulation Scenario B

In this section the network performance on a more complicated network topol-

ogy is considered. This network configuration (see Figure 6.16) consists of two bot-

tleneck links interconnecting three switches. There are totally four and six virtual

connections competing for the outgoing trunk links of switch 1 and switch 2, respec-

tively. Assuming all the links are using the same rate, trunk link 2 becomes a more

congested link, where each connection is expected to receive a fair share (i.e., 1/6) of

the available bandwidth. Since the connection bandwidth of virtual connection 1 and

2 is limited by trunk link 2, connections 3 and 4 are eligible to share the remaining

link bandwidth of trunk link 1, which is 1/3 for each connection.

To utilize fully the maximum link bandwidth, the TCP maximum window size

is increased to 512 Kbytes with a constant packet size 64 Kbytes (i.e., 1334 cells are

transmitted for a single packet). It is assumed that the round trip propagation delay

between the traffic sources and the first congested node on their paths, and between

the two congested nodes, is 200 cell times each. The egress buffer size at each trunk

port is 500 cells.

Figure 6.17 shows the simulation results with the credit-based control. It is

seen that the goodput of each the TCP connection converges quickly to its expected

bandwidth utilization. Figure 6.18 presents the results with the BECN scheme. The

TCP connections suffer performance degradations due to the slow feedback of the

BECN cells. Most of the connections retransmit the packets in their first TCP

windows. At the end of the simulation, connections 3 and 4 achieve a running goodput

of about 0.22, while the connections competing for the second congested link receive a

goodput of 0.11 on the average. The network performance and the fairness between

different TCP connections can be improved with the slow-start BECN scheme, as

shown in Figure 6.19. However, in this network configuration, connections 1 and 2

receive less bandwidth than the other connections going through the second congested
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link (about 0.04 of bandwidth less). This is because they have two congested nodes

on their paths and therefore they have a larger probability to receive BECN cells

during transmission. A better performance can be achieved by using a larger buffer.

Figure 6.20 shows the simulation results with a buffer size of 5000 cells. It is observed

that at the end of the simulation, connections 3 and 4 achieve a running goodput of

0.28 while connections 1 and 2 have a goodput of 0.11 and all the other connections

have a goodput of 0.16.

In addition, a link-by-link BECN scheme described in [58] is simulated on the

same network configuration. In this control scheme, as the buffer in a switching node

(e.g., switch 2) is congested, BECN cells are sent to its upstream nodes (e.g., switch 1)

to throttle their transmission rate, thus creating backpressure on the traffic sources.

The scheme avoids per-VC buffering and reacts to congestion on a link-by-link basis.

However, the simulation results (see Figure 6.21) show the bandwidth utilization on

trunk link 1 is degraded and connections 3 and 4 receive a much worse throughput

than with the end-to-end BECN scheme. That is because the connections share the

same output buffer at switch 1 with connections 1 and 2. Thus when the transmission

rate of the outgoing port is throttled, the throughput of connections 3 and 4 are also

affected. It has been proven that the link-by-link BECN control scheme may not

perform well in a complex network configuration.

A fair comparison of the network performance improvement of credit-based

and rate-based flow control has been performed. The simulation results clearly

demonstrate that the control schemes are able to ofTc-r substantial performance im-

provement for TCP traffic over ATM networks. The impact of several system and

network parameters for the rate-based scheme have been analyzed. By performing

the simulation experiments on two different network configurations, the issues of

the connection transient behavior and the fairness of resource sharing are investi-

gated. It has been shown that the performance of the rate-based approach can be
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Figure 6.16: Network configuration: simulation scenario B

improved to a level comparable with the credit-based approach by making use of a

slow-start procedure and a larger buffer. The study provides a beneficial solution

for the switches that are not able to implement the significant amount of specialized

hardware required by the credit-based approach.

It might be possible that the ATM Forum will select a single control approach

while keeping the other one as a option. The network providers can then offer cus-

tomized network services according to a users' QOS requirements. The credit-based

scheme can be implemented to provide users with the per-virtual-connection traffic

control and performance guarantee. For the users or applications that prefer an eco-

nomical service and are also prepared to accept the network performance degradation

under extreme variations of traffic load, it might be sufficient to employ a rate-based

control scheme.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

7.1 ATM Traffic Requirements

In this dissertation, we have considered the joint problem of ATM switch de-

sign and traffic control management for ATM networks consisting of such switches.

ATM technology is being propelled by the need to provide a new generation of net-

working technology characterized by a single, unified and high-speed infrastructure

capable of supporting all types of communication services. In the past different types

of traffic and services have been supported on disparate networks and thus these

networks could be optimized individually to meet their performance objectives. The

drawbacks of this approach are that network providers need to build and maintain

multiple networks and users must obtain different network interfaces to access the

services. ATM technology offers a flexible means to multiplex different service types

on a unified network and provides a significant efficiency improvement through the

statistical resource sharing by multiple ATM connections.

However, the introduction of ATM also provokes critical issues on the design

and implementation of network equipment, traffic management, signaling architec-

tures, networking and end user protocols. For a successful deployment of the ATM

technology in the broadband integrated services digital network (BISDN), it is nec-

essary to design packet switches capable of switching relatively small packets at ex-

tremely high rates and supporting traffic management functions to provide adequate

service guarantees for the large spectrum of anticipated applications.

The traditional reactive traffic control schemes, which typically depend on

simple feedback signals such as negative acknowledgments from the receiver, do not
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perform well in an ATM environment because of the large distances, high speeds and

short cell transmission times involved. To support the diverse service requirements

of users in a robust and flexible manner, it is essential for ATM networks to employ

avoidance traffic control mechanisms so that an unacceptable level of network con-

gestion can be prevented by means of conservative admission policies and resource

allocations. The network congestion problem can be controlled in an effective and ef-

ficient way by making use of the congestion avoidance controls and employing reactive

control schemes as backups.

7.2 Contributions of the Research

Many research efforts have been devoted to the development of traffic admis-

sion control schemes that manage traffic loading in the network by negotiating and

allocating network resource to a connection in advance of transmission. Such control

methods are well-suited to the class of traffic with predictable statistical characteris-

tics. However, the issue of traffic controls for unpredictable and highly bursty traffic,

such as data applications, and the issue of critical resource management and main-

tenance in a heterogeneous network environment have not been adequately treated.

Additionally, although many studies have been conducted in the areas of ATM switch

design and traffic management, the research in these two areas have progressed es-

sentially independently. Few of the previous studies of ATM traffic controls have

considered the feasibility and complexity of implementing a particular control mech-

anism on a realistic switch architecture. The research in this dissertation addresses

these issues and bridges the gap between ATM switch design and traffic management.

Our considerations in this dissertation were motivated by a shared medium/output

buffering ATM switch, designed by Loral Data Systems. As a beginning of the re-

search, we conducted a complete study on the ATM switching technology and the
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major approaches of ATM switch design. We identified the performance character-

istics, limitations and potential application areas of three fundamental ATM switch

architectures: shared medium, shared memory and space division. We developed a

switch simulator, realizing accurately the hardware design of the Loral CPS-100 fast

packet switch, as an experimental test-bed for our study on ATM switch design and

traffic control. During the research period, we have performed numerous simulations

and analyses to identify the switch characteristics with different traffic models and

evaluate implementation complexity as well as effectiveness of various traffic control

schemes. In this dissertation, we presented part of our simulation results to depict

the basic switch characteristics, and demonstrated that the critical delay performance

can be controlled effectively with the implementation of appropriate traffic control

schemes at the network access and switching nodes.

We presented a complete analysis on the traffic characteristics, QOS require-

ments, modeling methods and potential ATM applications of three basic ATM service

categories: CBR, VBR and ABR. Based on the analysis, we proposed an integrated

hierarchical traffic control framework for the fundamental classes of ATM service.

The traffic control architecture allows cooperative control actions at distributed net-

work systems and provides a robust and complete control operating on different time

scales.

Cell loss probability is another important performance criterion that is en-

countered in satisfying the needs of ATM services. However, very little work has

appeared in the literature on the control of cell loss probabilities for different priority

classes. We conducted a thorough investigation for a space priority control scheme to

manage optimally a finite shared buffer system. The study produced a feasible and

attractive means to support an arbitrary number of loss priority classes in an ATM

switch. We developed a queueing model to characterize analytically the system, and

present efficient optimization procedures that are capable of finding the optimal loss
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thresholds to maximize system admissible load. We verified the optimization proce-

dures, demonstrated the resource efficiency improvement and evaluated the impact

of given traffic conditions and cell loss criteria by numerous numerical examples.

In addition, we considered the problem of traffic controls for ATM best-effort

service. We identified the critical issues that are encountered as transmitting ABR

traffic such as TCP/IP applications over ATM networks. An exhaustive comparative

study has been performed on two flow control schemes that were proposed to the

ATM Forum: the credit-based and rate-based schemes. We showed that with the

implementation of the flow control schemes, packet retransmissions can be greatly

reduced or completely eliminated, thus providing a substantial improvement on the

network throughput. Because of the complexity in practical implementation of the

credit-based scheme, the ATM Forum has decided recently to support the rate-based

approach. We conducted a complete analysis on the impact of the system parameters

that need to be specified for the rate-based scheme. We studied the issues of connec-

tion transient behaviors, fairness of resource sharing, and the impact of complicated

network configuration with these two control schemes. Moreover, we demonstrated

that with the implementation of a slow-start procedure and a larger buffer, the perfor-

mance of the rate-based scheme can be improved to attain asymptotically the same

level of performance as the credit-based scheme. The study produced a beneficial

solution for switches that are not prepared to implement the credit-based control

scheme.

In conclusion, this research work offers higher resource efficiency, improved

network performance, and better resource protection for the ATM networking tech-

nology. We proposed effective traffic control mechanisms to resolve the critical issues

encountered in ATM networks and, in addition, by considering a realistic switch ar-

chitecture, we ensured that the proposed control schemes are fully acceptable for

realization in ATM switch systems and networks.
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7.3 Future Research

Considering the rate at which new networking applications are emerging, there

is much scope for further research in this area. The following directions are suggested

as a continuation of this research.

Traffic modeling. As new communication services evolve, network traffic

characteristics as well as users' demands are expected to change. Network systems

must response by modifying system architectures or traffic control functions to sat-

isfy the needs. The problem of network resource management can be solved more

efficiently if the resource requirements and traffic behavior of users can be accurately

predicted. Therefore a careful investigation on the statistical nature of new network-

ing applications and the development of traffic models that are capable of reflecting

the characteristics play important roles for the ATM networking technology to suc-

cess continuously. For further simulation study of ATM traffic controls, accurate

traffic models should be employed to synthesize realistic traffic and to yield precise

network performance predictions.

An extension of the rate-based flow control. Recently Barnhart [85] proposed

a Proportional Rate-Control Algorithm (PRCA) which provides a further refinement

on the rate adjustment mechanism employed in the original BECN scheme. The

scheme is currently under investigation by the ATM Forum. With the PRCA, the

allowed cell transmission rate decreases every time a cell is transmitted by an amount

proportional to the current cell rate. In steady state the allowed cell rate is restored to

its previous balanced level as the traffic source receives a positive Resource Manage-

ment (RM) cell, which is sent by the destination periodically as no congestion occurs.

Note that using RM cell is only an alternative implementation of the FECN/BECN

mechanism, by which a positive indicator is sent to notify there is no congestion.
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While our study provides a close insight into the basic BECN scheme, the

study can be extended to incorporate the PRCA with the BECN scheme. Although

requiring a more dedicated rate control mechanism, the PRCA offers a more robust

protection against loss of control cells, link failure, misbehaving users and abrupt

traffic variations. Our study in the basic BECN scheme can be used as a guideline

for specifying the system parameters in further investigation. In addition, the results

suggest that a slow-start procedure, which allows traffic sources to reach a balanced

cell rate in a conservative way (with the selection of appropriate control parameters,

a similar effect can be achieved by using the PRCA), can be employed to reduce

buffer requirements and cell loss.

Error control. The problem of cell discarding due to buffer overflow, exces-

sive delay or bit errors is inherent in ATM networks. Cell discarding will severely

degrade the service quality of real-time traffic since packet retransmission methods

are not practical for this traffic type. One promising approach that is capable of re-

ducing the quality degradation is to use cell loss recovery mechanisms such as Forward

Error Correction (FEC) techniques. FEC involves transmission of redundant cells or

frames in order to recover from losses without retransmissions. As real-time traffic

such as video services becomes one of the significant factors driving the evolution of

ATM networking technology, the demand for high-quality error control schemes is

also increased. For the study of ATM error controls, the switch simulator and net-

work models that we developed can serve as experimental platforms for simulating a

realistic network environment.
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